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ABSTRACT 
Southwestern McLean County is an area characterized by glacial 
topography and glacially-modified bedrock topography, w'ith limited expo-
sures of bedrock. Outcropping bedrock formations include the Cannonball, 
Tongue River, and Sentinel Butte Formations, all in the Fort Union Group 
of Paleocene age. 
The Cannonball Formation crops out only in the southeastern 
part of the area studied (at Washburn), where 18 feet of laminated, 
gray-brown sandy mudstone is exposed. A yello'W'-brown, cross-bedded 
sand unit directly overlies the mudstone. I have tentatively selected 
the base of this sand unit, which is present in the subsurface through-
out southwestern McLean County and reaches thicknesses of more than 
125 feet, as the contact between the Cannonball and Tongue River For-
mations. 
The contact between the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte Forma-
tions is exposed in the Fort Mandan Badlands. Lithologically, the 
upper part of the Tongue River Formation and the lower part of the 
Sentinel Butte Formation are similar. Sediment of the Tongue River 
Formation consists predominantly of light yellow-buff sandstone, with 
some buff to gray clay and silt, and lignite. Sediment of the over-
lying Sentinel Butte Formation consists mostly of somber gray-bro.in 
sand, silt and clay, and lignite. 
Criteria used to define the contact between the Tongue River 
and Sentinel Butte Formations are (1) a change in color from yellowish 
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beds in the Tongue River to somber gray-brown beds in the Sentinel 
Butte, (2) the presence of a lignite bed at or a few feet below the 
contact, and (3) the presence of a silt or sand bed, overlying either 
the lignite bed or a clay bed directly above the lignite. 
The contact between the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte Forma-
tions is located in the subsurface by correlating marker beds and 
stratigraphic sequences. Marker beds that I have informally named, 
which are used for correlation between the outcrop area and the sub-
surface area, are the TR Bed, and the A and B Beds. The TR Bed is a 
lignite bed associated with the contact. The A and B Beds are both 
lignite beds in the Sentinel Butte Formation that are scheduled for 
future mining in the Underwood Lignite Field. 
The enviromnent of deposition for the upper part of the Tongue 
River Formation and the lower part of the Sentinel Butte Formation is 
interpreted as fluvial. Sediment that I have provisionally assigned 
to the lower part of the Tongue River Formation was probably deposited 
mostly as a transitional facies between the marine Cannonball Forma-
tion and the continental upper part of the Tongue River Formation. 
The upper part of the Tongue River Formation and the lower part of 
the Sentinel Butte Formation were probably deposited on an aggrading 
delta or a coastal plain as channel, levee, crevasse-splay, flood 
basin, and swamp deposits. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of Study 
Because of the demand for new energy in the early 1970s, devel-
opment of lignite reserves in the Underwood Lignite Field in southwestern 
McLean County (Figure 1) was proposed by the North American Coal Corpora-
tion. As work on the project commenced, the importance of understanding 
the geology of the area was recognized, not only by personnel of the 
mining company, but also by local land owners and government officials. 
Aspects related to reclamation of the strip-mined land, questions con-
cerning the effect of strip-mining on groundwater, and uncertainty about 
the stratigraphic position of the lignite, all indicated the need for a 
detailed geologic study of the area. My report deals specifically with 
a study of the stratigraphy. 
A veneer of Pleistocene deposits almost completely masks the bed-
rock in the Underwood area. Hm;ever, rock of the Fort Union Group is 
exposed in southwestern McLean County in areas of badland topography 
next to the Missouri River (Bluemle, 1971, p. 12). Because of the 
nearness of this outcrop area, it can be inferred that the concealed 
rock of the Underwood area also belongs to the Fort Union Group--but 
to which fonnation1 
The purpose of this study is to establish the stratigraphic 
position of the outcropping rock and to correlate, using borehole data, 
this rock with the subsurface units of the Underwood area, The 
1 
2 
Fig. 1. Location of southwestern McLean County, North Dakota 
(cross-hatched) showing the subsurface study area (Unde?"1ood Lignite 
Field) and the outcrop study area (Fort Mandan Badlands). Two minor 
study areas where the contact between the Tongue River and Sentinel 
Butte Formations was investigated are located on the upper map. 
(Modified after Carlson and Anderson, 1965, p. 1834.) 
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information and interpretations from this study should also provide 
insight into paleoenvironmental conditions during a part of Paleocene 
time in western North Dakota. 
Area of Study 
Two different areas are considered here: an outcrop study area, 
the Fort Mandan Badlands (Figure 1), on the northeast side of the Mis-
souri River in southwestern McLean County, and a subsurface study area, 
the Underwood Lignite Field (Figure 1), occupying about 50 square miles 
surrounding the town of Underwood. The study area is located on the 
east side of the Williston Basin (Figure 1). 
The Fort Mandan Badlands occupy an area about 4 miles long and 
1 mile wide across the Missouri River from the town of Stanton. Read-
ward erosion in the brakes of the Missouri has formed badland topog-
raphy (Figure 2) similar to that along the Little Missouri River in 
the western part of the state. 
The land surface of the Underwood area is characterized by 
rolling hills, sloughs, and glacial meltwater channels. Much of the 
relief ia a reflection of the preglacial topography. Borehole infor-
mation indicates the presence of numerous buried stream valleys that 
dissect the underlying Paleocene sediment. 
In addition to work done in the Unden,ood and Fort Mandan 
areas, field observations were made at Washburn in McLean County, 
Glen Ullin in Morton County, and in Billings County along the Little 
Missouri River south of the town of Medora {Figure 1), Although these 
observations were of a perfunctory nature, they were a necessary part 
of the overall study. 
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Fig. 2. Badland topography in southwestern McLean County, North 
Dakota. A. A Steep-sided, rilled butte in the Sentinel Butte Formation. 
For a description of the deposits see Section F.M.B. 7, Appendix A. 
B. Gullies and buttes in the Sentinel Butte Formation. Note small cave 
in lower left corner of photograph. Section F.M.B. 13 (see Appendix A) 
was measured on large butte in middle background of photograph. 
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Previous Work 
Many previous studies involving the geology of McLean County 
have been made; however, very little data concerning the area specified 
in this report are available. Smith (1908) and Dove (1925) briefly sum-
marized the surface geology of the region in making evaluations of lig-
nite deposits during the early 1900s. A study of the geology of the 
entire county was made later by Bluemle (1971), who measured three 
sections in the area covered by my study. IG.ausing (1971) reported on 
the basic data gathered during a hydrologic investigation of the county. 
Logs of boreholes located in the Underwood area were included in his 
report. However, no attempt was made at that time to differentiate 
the formations within the Fort Union Group. 
Reports of studies involving the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte 
Formations elsewhere in North Dakota are extensive. No restatement of 
the details of the geologic evidence will be attempted here; for a 
review of this literature, the reader is referred to a report concern-
ing the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte contact by Royse (1967), which 
includes an excellent bibliography, 
Methods of Study 
Field Work 
Exploration drilling for lignite was begun in the Underwood 
area in the fall of 1971 by the North American Coal Corporation. 
Enactment of new laws requiring reclamation of strip mines brought 
about a new concern for aspects of geology other than the position 
of the lignite. Therefore, beginning in the spring of 1974, the 
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North American Coal Corporation made their drilling data available to 
the North Dakota Geological Survey (on a confidential basis) for study. 
Most of the information used in my stratigraphic study came from the 
data supplied by the North American Coal Corporation and from field 
work associated with their drilling during the summers of 1974 and 
1975. Field procedures used included the on-site description and col-
lection of samples as the holes were being drilled (Figure 3). 
Three methods of rotary drilling were em.ployed: (1) air drill-
ing (cuttings flushed out of the borehole using compressed air); (2) 
air-mist drilling (cuttings flushed out of the borehole using compressed 
air and a small a.mount of water, without a mud pit); and (3) mud drill-
ing (cuttings flushed out of the borehole using water, with a mud pit). 
Samples of superior quality were collected when the technique of air 
drilling was used, 
Procedures followed in collecting the samples involved the 
following steps. (1) A.a the cuttings emerged from the borehole, they 
were collected in a long-handled wire-mesh net. (2) Cuttings from each 
5-foot interval were placed in plastic trays. (3) Representative ssm-
ples from each tray were then placed in muffin tins and oven dried in 
the North Dakota Geological Survey field laboratory. (4) The lithology 
of the dried samples was then described in detail, using a ten-power 
hand lens, dilute hydrochloric acid, and a sand card. (5) The cuttings 
were bagged, labelled, and placed in storage in the sample library of 
the North Dakota Geological Survey at Grand Forks, North Dakota. 
:Base maps showing the locations of boreholes and elevations 
above mean sea level at the borehole sites were provided by the North 
American Coal Corporation. 
9 
Fig. 3. Exploration drilling for lignite. A, The rotary drill 
rig. B. Method of sample collecting. 
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Beginning in the spring of 1974, the Century Geophysical Corpo-
ration of Denver, Colorado, lm.s employed by the North American Coal 
Corporation to log all new boreholes. Gamma ray and gamma-gamma den-
sity curves were recorded for all of the holes, and in many boreholes, 
resistivity and spontaneous potential curves were also recorded. Copies 
of these logs were made available to the North Dakota Geological Survey. 
They have proved invaluable in this study. 
The second major phase of the field work was completed in the 
summer of 1975. This phase involved the study of outcrops in the Fort 
Mandan Badlands and western North Dakota. The work consisted primarily 
of field reconnaissance, meaauring stratigraphic sections (for descrip-
tions, see Appendix A), and defining marker beds. Base maps used were 
the Stanton SE Quadrangle, North Dakota, 7.5 Minute Series (Topographic), 
the Dengate Quadrangle, North Dakota, 7.5 Minute Series (Topographic), 
and the Dickinson, North Dakota, NL 13-6 (Topographic), all published 
by the United States Geological Survey. 
Elevations of measured sections were calculated from the base 
maps. Outcrops were cleaned using a standard government-issue trench-
ing tool, and measurements were made using a steel tape or a Jacob's 
staff and hand level, Many marker beds were correlated by walld.ng 
the outcrop. 
Compilation 
More than 500 driller's logs, sample logs, and geophysical 
logs were used in the subsurface study of the Undet"Aood area. Data 
from these logs were coordinated and columnar sections were prepared. 
The composite results are presented in graphic and descriptive form 
in Appendix B. 
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Col1.l!llll.ar sections were prepared from data gathered in the Fort 
Mandan Badlands. A cross section was prepared using these columnar sec-
tions to show the position of the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte con-
tact and the relative stratigraphic positions of marker beds (Plate 1). 
A co~osite stratigraphic cross se£tion (Plate 2) was then constructed, 
carrying the contact and the marker,beds from the outcrop area into the 
subsurface, 
A map was made that shows the location of the contact between 
the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte Formations in the Fort Mandan Bad-
lands (Plate 3). 
Two geophysical log cross sections (Plate 4) were prepared to 
show the position of the contact between the Tongue River and Sentinel 
Butte Formations in the subsurface throughout the proposed mining area. 
Finally, two intersecting diagrammatic cross sections (Panels 1 
and 2, Plate 5) were constructed which illustrate geologic relationships 
in the Underwood area. These cross sections provide a skeletal three-
dimensional view of the strata, show facies changes, and permit inter-
pretations concerning the sedimentological environment during the time 
of deposition of the upper part of the Tongue River Formation and the 
lower part of the Sentinel Butte Formation. 
Because the information contained in the logs ia confidential, 
locations of boreholes used in preparing the cross sections have been 
omitted by request of the North American Coal Corporation. 
STRATIGRAPHY 
General Statement 
According to Royse (1970, p. 24), in North Dakota, the Fort 
Union Group comprises the Ludlow Formation, the Cannonball Formation, 
the Tongue River Formation, and the Sentinel Butte Formation. This 
report is confined to an investigation of the Tongue River Formation, 
which overlies the Cannonball Formation in the study area, and the 
lower part of the Sentinel Butte Formation, which overlies the Tongue 
River Formation. In the area of study, an unconformity separates the 
Sentinel Butte Formation from overlying unconsolidated sediments of 
predominantly Pleistocene age. 
The thickness of the Tongue River Formation was not definitely 
established. However, the base of the formation may be exposed at 
Washburn (see Figure 1). Layers of laminated, dark gray-brown mud-
stone, alternating with very thin layers of sand, outcrop in the 
Missouri River bluffs just north of the Washburn City Park (see Sec-
tion Washburn 1, Appendix A). This sediment has been assigned to the 
Cannonball Formation (Cvancara, 1975). It is overlain by a fine-
grained, cross-bedded, yellow-brown sand unit about 26 feet thick, 
which is overlain unconformably by Pleistocene deposits. I have 
tentatively selected the base of the sand unit as the contact between 
the Cannonball and Tongue River Formations. The selection was made on 
the basis of similarity to descriptions of the contact between the 
13 
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Cannonball and Tongue River Formations in adjacent counties. 
Carlson (1973, p, 25), in his report on the geology of Oliver 
and Mercer Counties refers to a persistent basal sandstone in the Tongue 
River Formation "that is present wherever the Tongue River-Cannonball 
contact is exposed." In eastern Oliver County, CVancara (1975) has 
assigned a 150-foot-thick section of sandstone to the Tongue River For-
mation, This sandstone directly overlies mudstone of the marine Can-
nonball Formation. Kume and Hansen (1965, p. 47), in a report on the 
geology of Burleigh County, say that "the upper part of the Cannonball 
Formation is a sequence of interbedded siltstones, sandstones, shales, 
and an occasional lenticular limestone bed. Directly overlying this 
sequence is a massive, cross-bedded 'basal sandstone' unit of the 
Tongue River Fo,rmation." They also say that "the basal sandstone unit 
is an excellent marker and was used to map the contact of the Tongue 
River and Cannonball Formations." Laird and Mitchell (1942, p. 20), 
in a discussion of the relation of the Cannonball Formation to adja-
cent formations in Morton County say: 
The upper contact with the overlying Tongue River ••• is not 
so well shown but it appears to be conformable or even a grada-
tional one •••• the uppermost Cannonball consists of grey, 
sandy shales. The basal Tongue River here consists dominantly 
of buff sand but some shale beds are interbedded at the base. 
The upper boundary of the Cannonball was drat.nl ••• at the 
top of the predominantly grey shale sequence. 
If the sand unit exposed at Washburn is equivalent to the basal 
Tongue River sand previously described by other geologists in adjacent 
areas, the contact between the Cannonball and Tongue River Formations 
occurs at an elevation of about 1,680 feet at Washburn. Bluemle (1971, 
p. 12) also places the contact at 1,680 feet in Sections 22 and 23, 
T. 143 N., R. 81 W. in southern McLean County. 
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Results of my study (based on twenty-two cross sections) indi-
cate that the Paleocene rocks in southwestern McLean County dip west-
northwest at low angles--about 10 feet per mi.le. This is in agreement 
with Bluemle (1911, p. 8) and Dove (1925, p. 114) who noted that the 
rocks were tilted gently to the north and northwest with dips that did 
not exceed 10 feet per mile except locally. The Fort Mandan Badlands 
are located about 11 miles west-northwest of Washburn. Based on the 
average dip, the contact between the Cannonball and Tongue River For-
mations should be at an elevation of about 1,510 feet at Fort Mandan. 
The top of the Tongue River Formation occurs at an elevation of about 
1,760 feet in the Fort Mandan Badlands. Assuming that dips are con-
stant, the thickness of the Tongue River Formation is about 180 to 200 
feet in south.western McLean County. 
Lithology 
Tongue River Formation 
Exposures of sediment of the Tongue River Formation in the Fort 
Mandan Badlands are limited to the upper part of the form.ation. !n 
general, these exposures are calcareous, fine- to very fine-grained, 
yellowish, silty sand and sandstone. The sand and sandstone occurs in 
bodies that ere not definable in most cases because of sllllllping or 
erosion. However, in some places, thick lenticular beds that appear 
to be channel-filling deposits can be seen. They are mostly fine-
grsined, but are locally conglomeratic with rounded pebbles of clay-
stone or siltstone (see Section F.M.B. 5, Appendix A). 
Sediment of the Tongue River Formation forms steep, rounded 
cliffs next to the Missouri River floodplain. The sand is friable 
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for the most part, but locally contains large, elongate cross-stratified 
concretions that protrude from the cliff face. 
Primary sedimentary structures observed in the sand and silt 
beds include several types of cross-stratified units. Grouped sets of 
small-scale ripple cross-strata make up about 25 percent of the observed 
structures. Solitary sets of large-scale cross-strata with predominantly 
low-angle dips, bounded by planar, curved, or irregular surfaces make up 
about 50 percent of the observed types. Horizontally stratified, struc-
tureless, vaguely cross-stratified, and some convoluted large and small-
scale cross-stratified units make up the remaining 25 percent of the 
sedimentary structures seen in the outcrops. 
Fresh-water, fossil mollusks are present in some of the sand 
beds. Gastropods are the most abundant, making up about 95 percent of 
the total fossils observed. About 5 percent of the fossils are pelecy-
pods. A bed composed of about 25 percent well-preserved to highly 
fragmented fossil gastropod shells (Figure 4) and 75 percent sand was 
observed (see Section F.M.B. 3, Appendix A). The bed is about 8 feet 
thick and extends laterally for about 200 feet, where it grades into 
nonfossiliferous sand. 
Lithologic types other than sand and sandstone are also present 
in the Tongue River Formation in this area: they are yellowish-gray clay, 
buff to brown silty clay (often carbonaceous), buff silt, snd lignite, 
In general, the finer-grained units and lignite beds are most comm.on 
near the top of the formation, For more detailed descriptions, the 
reader is referred to measured sections F.M.B, 1, F.M.B. 2, F.M.B. 3, 
F.M,B. 4, F.M.B. 5, F,M,B. 6, F •. M.B, 8, and F.M.B. 10, Appendix A. 
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Fig. 4. A highly fossiliferous sand unit of the Tongue River 
Formation exposed in the Fort Mandan Badlands (NE!,i,NW'~,SEl., Section 24, 
T. 144 N., R. 84 W.), A. Current-laid fresh-water gastropod shells. 
Pencil at top of photograph for scale. Note well-preserved state of 
shells at bottom of unit in contrast to the highly fragmented condition 
of shells at top. B. Fine-grained silty sand interbedded with fossili-
ferous sand. Note gastropod shells littering slope below weathered 
face of outcrop. 
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sentinel Butte Formation 
The lithology of the lower part of the Sentinel Butte Formation 
exposed in the Fort Mandan Badlands is similar to that of the Sentinel 
Butte Formation further to the west in North Dakota. Beds of weakly 
indurated brownish and yellowish-gray silty clay, silt, and silty sand 
interbedded with carbonaceous shale and lignite are present. Iron oxide 
cemented, reddish-brown silty clay concretionary zones and buff to pale-
orange dolomitic limestone lenses are abundant. Reddish scoria beds, 
formed when burning lignite beds baked surrounding sediments, can be 
seen near the tops of many of the buttes in the area. Locally thick, 
channel-filling sandstone beds are exposed in the southern part of the 
area (see Plate 1). 
Weathered surfaces of the Sentinel Butte Formation in the Fort 
Mandan Badlands are distinctly different from the steep, rounded cliffs 
of the Tongue River Formation. The topography is characterized by 
steep-sided, rilled buttes and gullies (see Figure 2), The small caves 
and tunnels noted by Jacob (1975, p. 2) as being common on exposures of 
the Sentinel Butte can be frequently observed (see Figure 2). Resistant 
tabular sand beds, which are characteristic of the Sentinel Butte Forma-
tion (Jacob, 1975, p. 2) form ledges and often cap small buttes in the 
area (see Section F.M.B. 6, Appendix A). 
Descriptions of sediment of the Sentinel Butte Formation given 
above are highly generalized. For more detailed descriptions of depo-
sits observed in southwestern McLean County, the reader is referred to 
measured sections Underwood 1, Underwood 2, F.M.B. 1, F.M.B, 3, F.M.B, 4, 
F.M,B. 6, F,M,B, 7, F,M.B. 8, F.M.B. 9, F,M,B. 10, F,M,B, 11, F,M,B. 12, 
F.M.B. 13, F.M,B, 14, and F.M.B. 15, Appendix A, 
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Stratigraphic Interpretations 
Recognition of the Contact 
Surface. One of the main objectives of this study was the estab-
lishment of the relative position of the sediment of southwestern McLean 
county in the formal sedimentary sequence of North Dakota. Bluem.le (1971, 
p. 12) had previously assigned the sediment exposed in the Fort Mandan 
Badlands to the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte Formations, and had also 
located the contact between the two formations at an elevation of about 
1,770 feet (see Bluemle, 1971, Section D, Plate 2}. However, because 
the contact had been located in only one measured section, and because 
of the similarity of the strata in the two formations and the resultant 
difficulty in distinguishing between the two, it seemed that further 
investigation was needed. Bluem.le (1971, p. 13) had said "the contact 
between the two formations is difficult to recognize in McLean County." 
Carlson (1973, p. 14) in his report on Mercer and Oliver Counties 
(located immediately southwest of McLean County} said "in the. Square 
Butte Creek drainage typical Tongue River colors are prolllinent. Along 
the Missouri River from Hensler to Fort Clark, however, where the same 
stratigraphic interval is exposed, ••• the colors are darker and some 
beds resemble Sentinel Butte colors." Jacob (1975, p. 1) stated that 
"In the subsurface i.t has been difficult to distinguish these two for-
mations, and outside the area of the Little Missouri River the contact 
may be difficult to recognize." 
Royse (1967 and 1970, p. 26) discussed the criteria used to 
distinguish the contact. He said: 
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The most widely exposed, distinctive, and useful key 
horizon is the contact between the Tongue River and Sentinel 
Butte Formations; it can be distinguished by three criteria. 
These are a marked change in gross color from buff yellow 
below to somber gray above the contact, the presence of the 
HT Butte lignite in the uppermost part of the Tongue River 
Formation, and the presence of a sandy basal Sentinel Butte 
unit+ 
The initial step in my investigation involved making first-hand 
observations in western North Dakota where the stratigraphic position of 
the lithologic uoits is well established. Using the first of Royse's 
three criteria I located the contact between the Tongue River and 
Sentinel Butte Formations in the vicinity of Glen Ullin. One section 
was measured at an outcrop where the change in color was distinctive 
and readily apparent (see Section Glen Ullin 1, Appendix A). As the 
description of the deposits shows, no basal sand was present in the 
Sentinel Butte at this location. A 2-foot-thick lignite and carbon-
aceous shale unit was seen about 20 feet below the contact. 
I located the contact between the Tongue River and Sentinel 
Butte F<nmations and measured two sections in the Little Missouri Bad-
lands south of Medora (see Sections Davis Creek 1 and 2, Appendix A). 
The color change was obvious at this location, and a sand unit 26 feet 
thick was present just above the contact. However, only a carbonaceous 
and lignitic clay bed 2 feet thick was present at the top of the Tongue 
River Formation. 
Subsequent investigations in the Fort Mandan Badlands assured 
me that Bluemle's {1971, Section D, Plate 2) recognition of the contact 
between the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte Formations. was valid. The 
color change can be recogni2ed, although the difference is not as dis-
tinctive as it is in outcrops observed in western North Dakota. 
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Yellowish beds do appeAr locally above the contact, but they have a dis-
tinct brownish tinge, making them disting\rl.shablc from the paler yellow 
beds of the Tongue River Formation. The yellowish color of certain 
Sentinel Butte beds is probably due to inclusion of recycled Tongue 
River sediment. 
A persistent lignite bed of variable thisckness that in some 
areas grades laterally into a highly carbonaceous shale is present in 
the uppermost Tongue River Formation in southwestern McLean County. 
For the purposes of this report I have named this lignite unit the TR 
Bed. A light yellow-gray clay bed, ranging in thickness from 1 to sev-
eral feet, commonly overlies the TR Bed. Beds of coarser material (sand 
or silt--locally quite fine-grained) overlie the clay. The color change, 
and therefore, the contact between the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte 
Fonnations, occurs at the boundary between the clay bed and the sand or 
silt bed. It should be noted that the color change is not always sharp, 
and often appears to be gradations!. Best observations of the color dif-
ferences between the t-wo formations are made at a distance of several 
hundred feet from the outcrop. The location of the Tongue River and 
Sentinel Butte contact in the Fort Mandan Badlands and the locations 
of sections I measured for this study are shown on Plate 3. 
Subsurface, The most important difference between the Tongue 
River and Sentinel Butte Formations is the color of surface exposures; 
however, it is largely a weathering phenomenon (Royse, 1970, p. 26), 
so it cannot be used for selecting the subsurface contact. One of the 
primary objectives of my study was to find a method that could be used 
to establish the stratigraphic position of sediment of the Fort Union 
Group in the subsurface. The method used was to carry the contact 
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into the subsurface using the principle of sequence matching, In order 
to avoid confusion resulting frODI abrupt subsurface facies changes 
(marker beds may not be continuous, sharp contacts lllSY not be present), 
a table was co!llpiled characterizing the sediment adjacent to the con-
tact (see Table 1). All this table shows, a lignite bed is always pre-
sent below the contact; a clay, or silty clay is commonly present in 
the Tongue River Formation above the lignite. A zone of discontinuous 
limestone lenses is also associated with the contact, occurring either 
at the color change or within a few feet above. 
However, the most distinctive feature, found in all measured 
outcrop sections where the contact was observed, is a definite coarsen-
ing of sediments associated with the color change. This is in agreement 
with Royse (1970, p. 21) who noted that "Sentinel Butts deposition was 
initiated by an influx of coarse sediment dispersed eastward and south-
eastward, in deltaic fashion, across the late Tongue River swamps." 
Therefore, the criteria that were used for recognition of the contact in 
the subsurface were (1) the presence of a fairly thick and persistent 
lignite bed, (2) the presence of a bed of clay having variable thick-
ness overlying the lignite, (3) the presence of a silt, silty sand, or 
sand unit overlying the clay (or directly overlying the lignite where 
the clay may be absent), and (4) the presence of a zone of limestone 
lenses at or within a few feet above the contact (lack of continuity 
of the lenses is a problem--their presence is useful as a guide more 
than as a criterion for locating the contact). Because the color change 
in all observed outcrops occurred simultaneously with the coarsening of 
sediments, the subsurface contact was placed at the base of the first 
bed of sediment coarser than clay encountered above the lignite. 
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Table 1. Characteristi.cs of sediments adjacent to the contact 
between the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte Formations where exposed in 
measured sections. 
-Stratigraphic / Glen Davis Unit F,M,B, l F.M,B. 3 F.M.B. 4 F,M,B. 6 F,M,B. 8/ F,M.B, 10 Ullin 1 Creek l 
C 
' 
Somber gray-
brown sand X X 
( thick unit) . 
Zone of 
lime.stone X X X X 
lenses 
----
Gray-brown 
silt to 
very fine X X X X 
siltv sand 
----------- ,------Yellow-brown I 
to gray-brown X X I X I X 
siltv clav I I 
I I Brown I I carbonaceous X X X 
silt I I 
L __ - ______ .J 
Light yellow- X X X X X X gray clay 
Lignite 
(carbonaceous X X X X X X X X 
shale in 2art) 
NOTE: X indicates that lithologies described appear in section measured. Lowest stratigraphic 
unit appears at the bottom of the left-hand colwn!l and the highest at the top. Dashed ltne marks the 
contact. Sediment of the Tongue River Formation is below the line and sediment of the Sentinel Butte 
Formation is above the line. 
"' lit 
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Additional criteria for selecting the subsurface contact are discussed 
in the following section. 
Marker Beds 
In the previous section two markers were defined: (1) the lig-
nite bed occurring in the uppermost part of the Tongue River Formation, 
the TR Bed, and (2) the contact between the Tongue River and the Senti-
nel Butte Formations, defined as the base of the first bed of sediment 
~-"-. 
coarser than clay above the TR Bed. Another persistent marker bed, 
which I have named the Yellow Bed for the purposes of this report, has 
proved useful in making correlations in the Fort Mandan Badlands (see 
Plate 1). Lithologically, the unit consists of very fine-grained, 
highly silty sand that weathers to a distinctive light yellow-buff 
color. This bed may be correlatable with the "lower yellow bed" 
described by Royse (1970) and Stancel (1974) in western North Dakota. 
In this section, I name three other marker beds that have been 
used for making stratigraphic correlations in my study (see Figure .5 for 
the relative position of marker beds in the Tongue River and Sentinel 
Butte Formations in southwestern McLean County). I have designated 
Borehole 1JW 556 (see Appendix Band Plates 2 and 4) as the reference 
well for the marker beds named in my report. In Borehole 1JW 556, the 
previously named TR Bed occurs in the interval from 182 to 187.5 feet. 
The three marker beds named here are persistent, comparatively thick 
lignite beds that occur well above the contact in the Sentinel Butte 
Formation. The upper two units will be mined during the development 
of the Underwood Lignite Field. The uppermost lignite unit is about 
9 to 10 feet thick and is characteri~ed by the presence of a fairly 
i 
I 
I 
! 
l 
l 
. -~ 
; 
l , 
I 
I 
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Fig. 5. Generalized stratigraphic column of part of the Tongue 
River and Sentinel Butte Forl!lations in southwestern McLean County. (For 
an explanation of lithologic symbols see Appendix B). 
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clay parting (see Plate 2). l have named this lignite unit 
(including the clay parting) the A Bed. ln Borehole UW 556, the A Bed 
occurs in the interval from 61.5 to 71 feet. The intermediate lignite 
unit is about 3 to 4 feet thick and generally occurs about 15 to 20 
feet below the A bed. I have named this intermediate unit the B Bed. 
In Borehole UW 556, the B Bed occurs in the interval from 77 to 80 feet. 
, The lowermost lignite unit I have named the C Bed. ln Borehole UW 556, 
the C Bed occurs in the interval from 143 to 146 feet. 
The C Bed was used for correlation only in the subsurface in the 
Underwood area (see Plate 4). It is thickest in the northern part of 
the study area and appears to thin to the south. I was unable to iden-
'i tify the C Bed in the Fox't Mandan Badlands. The interval between the A 
and B Beds increases markedly in the southwestern part of the study area 
(see Plate 2). As Plate 1 shows, the B Bed thins and becomes quite 
impure in the outcrop area. Correlation of the B Bed in the southern 
part of the Fort Mandan Badlands was speculative. 
The A Bed was observed in its total thickness in only one out-
crop in the Fort Mandan Badlands (see Section F.M.B. 14, Appendix A). 
Elsewhere in this area the upper part of the unit has been eroded away 
or has burned, Scoria is present where the lignite is missing (see 
Sections F.M.B. 7, F.M.B. 11, F.M.B. 12, and F.M.B, 13, Appendix A). 
Because the spacial relationship of the marker beds is a highly 
important consideration in correlation procedures bet"1een the two study 
areas, a table showing these data was compiled (Table 2). Although con-
siderable variation can be observed in the intervals between the key 
beds, the overall pattern is one of consistency. For example, wedging 
apart of the A and B Beds is usually associated with the intervention 
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Table :2. Relationship of marker beds in the upper Tongue River 
and lower Sentinel Butte Formations in southwestern McLean County. All 
measured secttons and boreholes used in compiling this report are listed. 
Order from top to bottom is roughly along a gradual oblique up-dip trend 
extending northeast from the southwest corner of the Fort Mandan Badlands 
through the Underwood Lignite Field. 
Elevation 
at Tongue Interval 
Interval River- Interval between 
Measured Elevation Elevation between Sentinel Elevation between bottom of 
section or at bottom at top A & B Butte at top of contact B Bed and 
borehole8 of A Bed of B Bed Beds contact TR Bed & TR Bed contact 
Fort Mandan Badlands (outcrops) 
F.M.B, 1 . . . . . . . . 1772,0 1768.5 3.5 
F.M.B. 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
F.M.B. 3 . . . . . . . . . 1764. 5 1759.5 5.0 
F .M.B. 4 . . . . . . . . . 1762.0 1761.0 1.0 
F.M.B. 5 
1913. 5b 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
F.M.ll. 6 & 7 1870. 0? 43.5? 1763. 5 1762.0 1.5 104.5? 
F.M.ll. 8 & 9 1912.0 1863.0? 49.0? 1764.5 1762.0 2.5 93.0? 
F,M,B, 10 
1897. 5b 
. . . . . . 1756.0 1755.0 1.0 . . . ..., 
F.M.B. 11 1842.4? 55.1? .... 
F.M.B, 12 19os.ob 1843.0? 65.0? 
F,M.B, 13 1901.ob 1857. 0 50.0 
F.M.ll. 14 & 15 1872.5 1828.0 44.5 
Underwood area (subsurface) 
UW 352 1880.0 1821.0 59.0 1738.0 1739.0 LO 79.0 
UW 350 1887.0 1857.0 30.0 1770.0 1769.0 1.0 83,0 
UW 349 1920.0 1888.o 32.0 1799.0 1787. 0 12.0 86.0 
UW 348 1909.0 1880.0 29.0 1784.0 1783.0 1.0 93.0 
UW 232 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
UW 375 . . . 1900.0 . . . 1805.0 1804.0 1.0 92.0 
UW 541 1909.5 1908.0 1.5 1833.0 1831.0 2.0 71. 5 
UW 392 . . . . . . . . . 1796.0 1795.0 1.0 
UW 241 . . . . . . . . . 
UW 575 1895,0 1883.0 12.0 
UW 576 1925.0 1906.0 19.0 
Elevation 
at Tongue Interval 
Interval River- Interval between Measured Elevation Elevation between Sentinel Elevation between bottom of 
section or at bottom at top A & ll Butte at top of contact ll Bed and borehole a of A lled of B !led llede contact TR Bed & TR !led contact 
Underwood area {subsurface)--Continued 
UW 399 . . . . . . . . . 1814.0 1813.0 1.0 
UW 394 1926.5 1911.0 15.5 
UW 55 1918.0 1896.0 22.0 
UW 503 1919.0 1899.0 20.0 
UW 505 1936.5 1915.5 21.0 
UW 513 1941. 0 1913. 0 28.0 . . . . . . . . . 
UW 514 1891, 5 1875.0 16.5 1788.0 1786.0 2.0 84.0 
UW 532 1942.0 1930.5 11.5 . . . . . . . . . . . w 
"' UW 523 . . . 1942.0 . . . .--.--.. ' . . . . . . • • UW 535 1948.0 1940.0 8.0 
UW 545 1952.0 1939.0 13.0 . . 
UW 555 1937.5 1927.5 10.0 . . 
UW 546 1946.5 1940.0 6.5 . . . . . . 
UW 556 1948.0 1942. 0 6.0 1839.0 1837.0 2.0 100.0 
uw 578 1931.5 1905.0 26.5 
UW 395 1906.0 1893.0 13.0 
UW 579 1926.0 1908.0 18.0 
UW 396 1957.0 1924.0 33.0 
UW 561 1954.0 1945.0 9.0 
UW 570 1937.o 1931.0 6.0 
uw 405 . . . . . . . . . 1844.0 1839.0 5.0 
UW 400 1945.0 1936.0 9.0 
UW 580 1945.0 1934.0 11.0 
UW 588 . . . 1940,0 
uw 397 1932.0 1927.0 5.0 
Elevation 
at Tongue Interval 
Interval River- Interval between 
Measured Elevation Elevation between Sentinel Elevation between bottom of 
section or at bottom at top A & B Butte at top of contact B Bed and 
borehole8 of A Bed of B Bed Bede contact TR Bed & TR Bed contact 
Underwood area (subsurface)--Continued 
UW 581 1912.5 1896.0 16.5 . . . . . . . . . . . 
UW 608 1946.0 1928.0 18.0 1845.5 1845.0 0.5 79.0 
uw 558 1957. 0 1948.0 9.0 1847.0 1843.0 4.0 98.0 
UW 606 1971.0 1947.0 24.0 . . . . . . . . . . . 
"' UW 582 1956.0 1941.0 15.0 "' UW 9 1958.0 1937.0 21.0 
UW 589 1972.5 1938.0 34.5 
UW 407 1984.0 1938.0 46.0 
UW 592 1970.0 1932. 0 38.0 • • • . ,..,,-•• s_. 
UW 593 . . . 1935.0 . . . 1847.0 1845.5 1.5 85.0 
asee appendices for details. 
bLignite burned out--elevation given at bottom of clinker &one. 
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of a silt or sand unit (see Plate 4). As the coarse sediments pinch out 
the interval again decreases. The trend in eleva~ion of the beds is 
shown to be consistent with the regional strike and dip. For example, 
the elevation of the contact between the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte 
Formations in the southwest corner of the Fort Mandan Badlands is about 
1,760 feet above sea. level. The contact is located at an elevation of 
about 1,845 feet in the northeast corner of the Underwood area, which 
is obliquely up-dip. 
Data such as those contained in Table 2 are useful as guides in 
making surface to subsurface correlations. Many bed relationship crite-
ria can be established through the use of the table. For example, one 
of the criteria for locating the contact between the Tongue River and 
Sentinel Butte Formations in the subsurface is that ,;lt should appear 
/ 
within a range of 70 to 100 feet helm. the bottom pf the B Bed. 
Table 2 also gives the approximate elevati~ns of several lignite 
beds in southwestern McLean County. A review of geologic studies of the 
area indicates that previously named beds occur at about the same eleva-
tion. Because these previously named stratigraphic units were given 
informal names that have long since been abandoned, and because equiva-
lency of the beds named in former reports to those named in my report 
cannot be positively proved, the earlier names have not been adopted 
for use in my report. 
Smith (1908, p. 23), in a study of the Washburn Lignite Field, 
refers to the Joa Mann Bed, which was being mined about 3 miles north-
west of the Fort Mandan Badlands in Section 26, T. 145 N., R, 84 W. 
Thickness of this unit was more than 7 feet. The Joe Mann Bed was 
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correlated by Smith with a 7-foot bed outcropping near river level 2 
miles above Stanton, west of the Missouri River. Assuming a con-
stant dip of 10 feet per mile to the west-northwest, data in my report 
(see Table 2 and descriptions of measured sections and borehole logs in 
the same general area, Appendices A and B) suggest that the Joe Mann 
Bed occurs at about the same elevation as the TR Bed. Smith traced 
the Joe Mann Bed to the vicinity of the former town of Mannhaven near 
Garrison Dam, whare today a thick lignite can be seen outcropping at 
water level below the spillway. Again assuming a constant dip of 10 
feet per mile to the west-northwest, the contact between the Tongue 
River and Sentinel Butte Formations should occur near the water here 
(at about 1,700 feet--the contact occurs at about 1,800 feet 10 miles 
to the east-southeast along the west edge of the Underwood Lignite 
Field). Because the TR Bed is virtually at the contact elsewhere, 
it seems that the Joe Mann Bed and the TR Bed are equivalent. 
Another lignite bed referred to as the Fairman Bed was being 
mined in several locations about 4 miles northwest of Washburn at an 
elevation of about 180 feet above the levei',:,f the Missouri River 
(Smith, 1908, p. 24). This bed is probably equivalent to the B Bed. 
Similarities other than stratigraphic position were noted. The Fair-
man Bed tends to be variable in thickness and was found to be replaced 
laterally by carbonaceous shale. The B Bed has similar characteristics 
in parts of southwestern McLean County. 
The A Bed was formerly being mined at an elevation of 250 feet 
above river level, in Section 36, T. 145 N., R. 83 W. (Smith, 1908, 
p, 24). The mine was located about 10 miles south and 2 miles west 
of Underwood. Bluemle (1971, Section E, Plate 2) described a lignite 
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bed in the now abandoned Underwood Coal Company Mine in Section 23, 
T. 146 N., R. 82 W., which 1S about 9 feet thick and occurs at an 
elevation of 1,950 feet. This bed is equivalent to the A Bed of my 
report. 
It has been demonstrated in my study that the lignite beds in 
southwestern McLean County can be correlated over long distances. 
This concept is not a new one. In the early days of lignite devel-
opment, Smith (1908, p. 21) observed that lignite beds of the general 
area had been described as "lenticular," and impossible to correlate. 
He further stated: 
It is true that the lignite varies considerably in thickness 
from point to point, but tha term "lenticular" is misleading 
and considerable work in this general field has proved that 
some of the more important beds can be correlated or even 
traced in their outcrops for much greater distances than 2 
to 3 miles. · 
In modern times, with the added infot'lll&tion supplied by 
increased drilling and geophysical logs, correlation has become much 
less difficult. Distinctive deflections on geophysical logs ma.ke 
identification of marker beds much easier, even tt .... ugh problems such 
as abrupt facies changes, thickening or thinning of the beds, and 
unexpected changes in elevation of the beds ma.y develop. The follow-
ing section deals with some of these aspects and their relationship 
to paleoenvironmental interpretations. 
PALEOENVIRONMENTAL INTERPRETATIONS 
Previous Studies 
During the past few years a renewed interest in the lignite 
deposits of North Dakota has developed. Active exploration is being 
carried out by major companies as the need for additional energy 
sources has arisen. Studies concerned with the stratigraphy and envi-
ronments of deposition of the lignite-bearing strata of western North 
Dakota have provided new insight into the geologic processes involved. 
The presence of lignite in the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte 
Formations suggests a terrestrial paleoenvironment for the sediment. 
\ 
Royse (1970 and 1972), after examining gross lithologic:relationships 
of this sediment in the western part of the Williston Basin, concluded 
that the strata had a fluvial origin. Abl.llld.ance of backswamp deposits 
in the Tongue River Formation suggested channel stability and a near-
terminal environment of deposition (Royse, 1970, p. 70). Similarity 
to the lower reaches of the Mississippi alluvial valley was noted. In 
contrast to the streams that deposited sediment of the Tongue River 
Formation, streams that deposited sediment of the Sentinel Butte Forma-
tion were less stable, had higher current velocities, and flooded more 
frequently (Royse, 1970, p. 70), Floodplain deposits were noted as 
being proportionally greater in extent than those of backswamp facies, 
Jacob (1972, p. 44) analy~ed sediment of the Tongue River Forma-
tion in southwestern North Dakota and suggested that it v.!!.S deposited 
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as parts of an alluvial-plain complex that may have been part of a large-
scale deltaic or coastal-plain sequence. He id&ntified various deposi-
tional subenvironments and noted that the deposits were arranged in basic 
units which were explained as being the result of formation and filling 
of a floodbasin. 
General Statement 
The sediment of the upper part of the Tongue River Formation and 
the lower part of the Sentinel Butte Formation exposed in southwestern 
McLean County is similar to the sediment of other exposures of these t:WO 
formations observed elsewhere in the western part of North Dakota. I 
found no evidence to suggest that the deposits observed in outcrops in 
the Fort Mandan Badlands were not of fluvial origin. It seems likely 
that sedimentation occurred when rivers flowing away from uplifting 
tectonic regions to the west built up vast alluvial plains. 
Reineck and Singh (1973, p. 258) say: 
River deposits occur in certain associations ••• we feel 
that there are only three specific fluvial associations: 
1. Alluvial fan or piedmont association 
2. Flood plain association 
3. Coastal plain--delta association 
Figure 6 shows schematically the threJa associations. They will be con-
sidered in my reconstruction of the environment of deposition for the 
sediment of the Fort Union Group studied in southwestern McLean County. 
Reineck and Singh (1973, p. 258) describe the deposits of the 
alluvial fan association as predominantly coarse-grained and poorly 
sorted, representing allllOst exclusively bed-load deposits. Sediinent 
observed in the study area does not fit into this category, so the 
alluvial fan association will not be considered further, 
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Fig. 6. Schematic representation of different types of fluvial 
associations. (Modified after Reineck and Singh, 1973, p. 259.) 
ALLUVIAL FAN 
ASSOCIATION 
(mainly bed 
load deposits) 
FLOOD PLAIN 
ASSOCIATION 
(mainly mixed load 
dep1osits) 
' 
COASTAL PLAIN 
ASSOCIATION 
(mainly 
suspension 
load deposits) 
DELTAIC 
DEPOSITS 
..,.. 
0 
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Reineck and Singh (1973, p. 259) describe the flood plain asso-
ciation as follows: 
This is the fluvial association developed in mature reaches 
of rivers. They can be regarded as mixed load deposits, where 
both bed load and suspension load deposits are well developed. 
Various subenvironments are well developed. 
Point bar and channel bar sequences constitute the major 
part of the deposits, together with natural levee, crevasse 
splay, and flood basin deposits. Sometimes differentiation is 
not well developed and one can recognize only channel deposits--
point bar deposits--and flood plain deposits. 
Many of these characteristics can be recognized in the study area, so it 
seems likely that at least part of the sedimentation occurred in this 
type of fluvial association. 
Reineck and Singh (1973, p. 259) say that the coastal plain--
delta association 
••• generally make the most extensive fluvial deposits, 
occupying large areas in the lower reaches of rivers and pro-
ducing thick deposits of fluvial sediments. They gradually 
grade into upper deltaic plains, coastal sands, and tidal 
flat sediments. 
Sediments of coastal plains may attain thicknesses of sev-
eral thousand meters. Deposits are rather fine-grained in 
nature. They can be regarded as mainly suspended load depo-
sits. Sand is deposited only in the botto,n of river channels. 
The main sediment is silt and cla~, deposited on the upper 
parts of point bars and levees. Flood basins in which muddy 
sediments are deposited are well developed. In humid climates 
swamps may develop, and peat is collllllOnly associated with flood 
basin deposits. Lenticular and sheet-like sand bodies are 
embedded in thick deposits of silty and clayey sediments. 
The above descriptions are typical of the deposits observed in the 
study area. Probably ln0St of the sedimentation occurred in the 
coastal plain--delta association in the fluvial environment, The 
following sections include further discussions about possible envi-
romnents of deposition during part of Paleocene time in southwestern 
McLean County. 
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Paleoenvironmental Interpretation of Sediment of the 
Tongue River Formation in the Study Area 
Most of the boreholes drilled by the North American Coal Corpora-
tion in the Underwood area penetrated only the uppermost few feet of the 
Tongue River Formation. However, testhole logs listed in Klausing (1971, 
p. 139, 168, 170, and 173) indicate that a thick sheet sand (more than 
125 feet in some holes) is present in the subsurface below sediment of 
the uppermost part of the Tongue River Formation, This sheet sand over-
lies variegated, brittle, sandy shale that I have interpreted as sediment 
of the Cannonball Formation. So little is known about the sheet sand 
that it cannot be positively assigned to either the Cannonball Formation 
or the Tongue River Formation at this time. However, it seems that it 
is probably correlatable with the basal sand of the Tongue River that 
is present in adjacent counties (seep. 14, this study). 
The thickness and wide lateral extent of the sand body discussed 
above, and its stratigraphic position relative to the marine Cannonball 
Formation at the bottom and the continental upper part of the Tongue 
lliver Formation at the top, suggest several possible environments of 
deposition. The sand body could have been formed as nearshore deposits, 
\ beach deposits, coastal dunes, or fluvial deposits, to mention some of 
the more obvious ones, 
Reineck and Singh (1973, p. 259) say that thick sheet sand 
deposits can be produced by any type of continuously migrating river 
channel. Deposition on point bars is the major process of sedilllenta-
tion in meandering river channels. However, lateral shifting of a 
braided stream as a possible explanation for the deposition of the 
sheet sand should also be considered. Reineck and Singh (1973, 
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P• 227) give as an example of a shifting braided stream the Kosi River 
of India that "has shifted its position by about 170 km" during the 
last two centuries. 
Other possible interpretations are that the lower part of the 
Tongue River Formation(?) was deposited as shoreline sand or as delta-
front sheet sand. The Lsfourche Delta of the M.ississippi River is a 
typical example of a delta that forms sheet sands, Gould (1970, p. 11) 
describes the development of the Lafourche Delta as follows: 
sands transported to the distal ends of the dis-
tributaries ware deposited in rivermouth bars, spits, and 
shallow brackish-marine enviromnents to form a continuous 
body of sand around the growing delta front, while silts 
snd clays were swept farther seaward and deposited in the 
prodelta zone to build up a platform necessary for delta 
advance. Through progressive outbuilding, a continuous 
sand sheet, termed a delta-front sheet sand, was developed. 
Subsidence of the delta during and following deposition 
resulted in·a sand body somewhat thicker than the depth of 
water where it was deposited •••• With continued outbuild-
ing and subsidence, marsh deposits of the deltaic plain 
advanced across the sheet sands, thus forming an imperme-
able seal and the typical vertical sequence •••• This 
sequence consists st the base of prodelta clays and ailts, 
overlain by sheet sand, and capped by··!ilSrsh deposits. 
If the sediment of the Tongue River Formation was deposited in 
a like manner, the upper part of the formation probably represents a 
deltaic plain formed in the upper part of a sequence similar to the 
one described above. This would explain the fluvial characteristics of 
the sedilllSnt observed in outcrops in the Fort Mandan Badlands. Reineck 
and Singh (1973, p. 270) describe examples of cross-bedded fluvial chan-
nel sand incorporated into delta-front sheet sand. Lelllanc (1972, p. 
133) discusses distributary-channel sands that "cut into, or completely 
through, the fringe sands, and also connect with the upstream fluvial 
sands of' braided or meandering streams." 
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The difficulty of making any definite interpretations about 
deposits of the Tongue River Formation in southwestern McLean County 
can readily be seen. A more detailed study of the sediment, partic-
ularly in outcrops to the south and east of Washburn is needed. 
Paleoenvironmental Interpretation of Sediment of the 
Sentinel Butte Formation in the. Study Area 
Changes in sedimant types within the study area suggest signif-
icant differences in deposition during the time the beds of the Senti-
nel Butte Formation were deposited, As Plate 5 shows, the sediment is 
predominantly silt and clay interbedded with lignite. Sand is also 
present. Three distinctly different types of sand bodies are seen. 
They are (1) a blanket or sheet sand that underlies the B Bed through-
out southwestern McLean County, (2) trough-shaped sand bodies, bordered 
by predominantly silt deposits, and (3) narrow tongues of sediment asso-
ciated with the trough-shaped bodies. 
The sheet-like body was probably deposi.ted by a meandering 
stream or a laterally-shifting braided atre«m, although shoreline 
\ 
i 
deposition cannot be ruled out. 
The geometry of the trough-shaped sand bodies, the primary 
sedimentary structures observed, and the types of sediment present 
indicate that they are channel-fills. A long channel-fill segment 
(see Boreholes UW 581 and 1lW 588, Plate 5) overlies the A BQd and 
extends through the Underwood area from south to northeast. A lower 
channel-fill segment can be seen in the Fort Mandan Badlands (see 
Sections F.M,B. 3, F,M,B, 4, and F,M.B. 7, Appendix A, and Plate 1), 
where it occurs just above the contact between the Tongue River and 
Sentinel Butte Formations. 
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The narrow tongues of sand are tentatively interpreted as 
crevasse-splay deposits (see Plate 5). Reineck and Singh (1973. p. 
246) and Blatt, Middleton, and Murray (1972, p. 198) say that during 
times of floods the water cute channels across the river bank and 
through natural levee deposits. Excess water leaves the main channel 
through such crevasses. The crevasses develop their own channel pat-
tern and system across the flood basins. Occasionally, crevasse chan-
nels may divert the main river, causing a change in the river course. 
The extensive silt and clay beds that characterize much of the 
sedilll8nt of the S;antinel Butte Formation were probably deposited in 
flood basins of a coastal plain or in interdistributary areas of a 
delta. Flood basins are the lowest-lying part of a river flood plain. 
They are poorly drained areas of little or no relief in which sus-
pended fine-grained sediment settles down from overbank flows (Reineck 
and Singh, 1973, p. 250), Thick flood basin deposits are produced if 
streams become more or less fixed in--their position, In h1.llllid climates, 
flood basins are thickly vegetated and commonly develop as back.swamps. 
Organic matter may accumulate ea peat layers several feet thick (Reineck 
and Singh. 1973, p. 251). 
ConclU8ions 
In the previous sections, several possible environments of depo-
.sition were suggested for the sediment of the Tongue River Formation. 
The upper part of the formation is composed of sediment that indicates 
a fluvial environment of deposition, probably in a coastal plain--delta 
association (see Figure 6). A thick sheet sand lies between the conti-
nental upper part of the Tongue River Formation and the marine 
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cannonball Formation in southwestern McLean County. I have tentatively 
assigned this sand to the lower part of the Tongue River Formation, but 
so little is known about it that no conclusions can be made at this time 
as to its environment of deposition. 
Exposures of the lower part of the Sentinel Butte Formation sug-
gest a fluvial environment of deposition. The abundance of fine-grained 
sediment indicates that the streams flowing through the area were fixed 
in their position. Meandering streams are not indicated because streams 
with rapid rates of lateral migration inhibit the development of thick 
flood plain deposits. Overbank deposits associated with meandering 
streams contain an abundant amount of sand, and natural levees are 
usually not well developed (lle.ineck and Singh, 1973, p. 252). Except 
for the occurrence of the sheet sand below the B Bed, there is little 
evidence for this type of ~dimentation in the study area. 
Deposition on a delta may be indicated by the geometry of the 
beds, which seems to sugge£~ differential compaction (see Plate 5). 
Brown (1969, p. 51) says that "the original geometry of deltaic sands 
are highly modified by compaction of water-saturated delta muds." He 
also states that as much as 50 percent difference in thickness can 
occur between sand areas and adjacent interdeltaic muds. 
I was unable to determine from the available information llhether 
the deposits of the Sentinel Butte Formation formed in a flood plain 
association or a coastal plain-delta association (see Figure 6). The 
lignites of the area are correlatable over long distances, which may 
iJ:ldicate deposition on a delta plain. Kaiser (1974, p. 11) discusses 
two ways in which peat accumulates within the delta system. 
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One is a marsh peat accumulating between the distributary chan-
nels of an actively prograding delta lobe •••• These inter-
distributary peats have limited lateral extent, a high detritus 
and sulfide content, ••• and conmonly occur in clusters of 3 
to 6 beds separated by thin mud units. The other case is a 
marsh peat located on an abandoned, inactive delta lobe in 
which peat accumulation keeps pace with delta foundering. , 
These blanket peats have w:i.de lateral extent (up to 200 sq mi), 
spreading across several abandoned distributary channels, a 
tabular shape, and a low detritus content. • • • · 
However, lignite beds having equally wide lateral extent can 
also form under other conditiona. Reineck and Singh (1973, p. 250) 
say that in coastal plain areas where major rivers join together, 
peat layers several feet thick accumulate in low-lying swampy basins 
~ 
that may occupy a few hundred square·J:lliles. 
It is unlikely that further interpretations (that are not 
purely speculative) can be mads from the available data. However, 
after studying the regional picture, I offer the following broad 
interpretation (speculation?). Cvancara (1972, p. 73) has said that 
the mudstone of the marine Cannonball Formation (see Section Washburn 
1, Appendix A) ''was deposited w:i.thin a protected or semi-protected 
environment, probably a tidal flat, estuary, or shallowshelf." Results 
of my study suggest that the sediment of the lower part of the Sentinel 
Butte Formation and the upper part of the Tongue River Formation was 
deposited on a coastal plain or a delta. If there are no unconformi-
ties, it seema logical that a transitional facies should occupy the 
interval between the marine Cannonball Formation and the continental 
upper part of the Tongue River Formation. Interpreting the sediment 
of the lower part of the Tongue River Formation as delta front deposits 
or shoreline deposits fills the gap. 
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Comparison of the sediment of the Cannonball, Tongue River, and 
sentinel Butte Formations in southwestern McLean County with those of a 
modern analog, the Lafourche Delta, shows a striking similarity. Gould 
(1970, p. 11) describes characteristics of the Lafourche Delta. 
The prodelta deposits grade up.rard from thick-bedded or 
massive silty clays into thin-bedded clayey silts with occa-
sional sand partings •••• The delta-front sheet sands, which 
gradationally overlie the prodelta deposits, consist of highly 
burrow-mottled silts and sands at the base, which become 
cleaner upward. Typically, the sands are cross-bedded and, 
in places, laminated. The gradation.ally overlying finer 
grained deltaic-plain facies consists locally of natural levee 
oxidized silts and clays with rootlets and disseminated orga-
nic matter and elsewhere of marsh and bay peats and organic 
mucks. 
Figure 7 is a schematic diagram based on Gould's model of the 
Lafourche Delta, showing a possible paleoenvirol'llllental interpretation 
for part of the Fort Union sequence in southwestern McLean County. 
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Fig. 7. Schematic diagram showing a possible depositional 
interpretation for part of the Cannonball, Tongue River, and Sen-
tinel Butte Formations in southwestern McLean County. (Modified 
after Gould, 1970, p. 18.) 
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SUMMARY 
I have suggested that the lower part of the Tongue River For-
mation may have been deposited as a transitional facies between the 
marine Cannonball Formation and the continental upper part of the 
Tongue River Formation in southwestern McLean County. Alternate 
explanations should not be omitted from consideration. Sediment of 
the upper part of the Tongue River Formation and the lower part of 
the Sentinel Butte Formation was deposited in a fluvial environment, 
either in a flood plain association, a coastal plain-delta associa-
tion, or both. 
Reconstruction of the paleoenvironment is an essential part of 
subsurface correlation./ Proper interpretations concerning the environ-
ment of deposition must be made in order to avoid confusion resulting 
from abrupt faciea changes, structural complexity, and other associated 
problems. 
Suggestions for future workers doing similar studies include 
more detailed sedimentological work. Another aspect which could be 
investigated is the relationship between the com.position of the lig-
nite and the envirorunent of deposition, Kaiser (1974, p. 5) has dif-
ferentiated between fluvial lignites and deltaic lignites on the basis 
of woody composition, sulfur content, and palynoflora. A study of the 
lignite might provide additional data for making paleoenvironmental 
interpretations. 
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The main objective of my study was to establish the strati-
graphic position of the sediment of part of the Fort Union Group in 
southwestern McLean County. This goal has been achieved by employing 
the following methods: (]) establi.shing a known position in the recog-
nized sedimentary sequence of North Dakota in an outcrop area (in this 
case the contact between the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte Formations 
was located in the Fort Mandan Badlands), (2) making proper interpreta-
tions concerning the envirotllllent of deposition, and (3) carrying marker 
beds into the subsurface, using the principle of sequence matching. 
Workability of this method is dependent on (1) having good expo-
sures in outcrops that are reasonably close to the subsurface area being 
investigated, and (2) having adequate control in the subsurface, using 
data from geophysical logs, driller's logs, and sample logs. This 
method should prcive useful for s:!.lllilar studies in adjacent areas. 
\ Correlations can be extended, and regional stratigraphic relation-
ships can be better understood. 
APPENDIX A 
DESCRIPTION OP STRATIGRAPHIC SECTIONS 
This appendix includes section descriptions of all outcrops 
measured for this study. Legal descriptions are used for the loca-
tions of the sites. Elevations are given in feet above mean sea 
level, A list of abbreviations used in the description of deposits 
in both Ap~endices A and Bis included (see following page). 
Explanations of the abbreviations used in the description of 
lithologic units are given below. 
about 
-
abt interbedded 
• intbd above • abv iron oxide 
• FeO abundant = abnd la:minated 
.. lam and = & light 
= lt angular = ang lignite, 11gnitic 
= lig bed 
-
bd llll!lllganese dioxide 
-
Mn02 black = bk medium 
• med blue 
-
bl metamorphic 
• meta brown • bn mottled, mottling 
-
mot calcareous = calc orange 
-
orng calcium carbonate 
-
Ca.C03 oxidi2ed 
- ox carbonaceous 
-
carb parting 
-
ptng cementeci = cmt partings 
-
ptngs chocolate 
-
choc pebbles 
• pbls coarse • crse purple 
-
pur concretions = cone red, reddish 
= red cross-bedded = xbd rounded 
• rd cross-bedding = xbg sandy 
-
sdy cross-laminated 
-
,clam sedimentary 
-
sed crystals = xls shale 
= sh dark .. dk siltstone 
• sltst diameter 
= dis silty 
-
Slty feet 
= ft small 
• am fine 
= fn smooth 
-
SlllO formation 
-
fm sorted 
= art fossil 
= foe subangular 
= sbang fragments = frag subrounded 
= sbrd grained 
-
grd texture, textured .. tex gray .. gy thin 
= th green .. gn very 
• V gypsum 
-
gyp Yhite 
• Yh hard 
= hd With 
- Yi igneous 
-
ign yellow 
• yel 
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SECTION: Underwood l BY: LeRoy A, Hemish 
- LOCATION: SE NE NE Sec, 18 PATE: 6 August 1974 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 
T. 146 N.~ R. 81 W. 
2000 
cotJNTY: McLean, N.P. 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO, lN FEET INI'ERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
l 2.2 
2 0.8 
3 1.3 
4 1.0 
5 2.5 
6 1.6 
7 1.6 
8 0.5 
9 0.5 
Sentinel Butte .!!!!_, 
0-2.2 Clay, silty, lt gy, non-calc, blocky frac-
ture; foa plant £rag with FeO staining very 
common near top of unit. 
2.2-3.0 Lignite, soft, black (pur-bn in top 2 inches 
of unit); v thin lt gy clay ptnga 
near bottom of unit. 
3.0-4.3 Claystone, slightly silty, lt gy with med gy 
and lt orng mottling; FeO stained plant frag 
along with pur-bn carb frag common; unit is 
non-calc. 
4.3-5.3 Sand, v fn grd, gy-tan With orng FeO mottling; 
contains dk gy-bn streaks, calc, laminated. 
5.3-7.8 Silt, clayey, lt tan--gy (dry), med tan-gy 
(wet); red-bn mottling; FeO stained fos 
plant £rag numerous; highly ca.le; orng clay-
ironstone layer persistent laterally about 
18 inches from bottom of unit--frag weather 
out and litter surface. 
7.8-9.4 
9.4-11.0 
Clay, silty, carb, lt gy (dry), dk gy (wet), 
non-calc; contains red-bn streaks and abnd 
fos plant frag; crumbly when dry, (supports 
abnd vegetation). 
Silt, clayey, lt tan-gy, non-calc; FeO 
stained plant frag common; some orng mot-
tling. 
11.0-11.5 Clay, slightly silty, med gy, non-calc, mot 
orng, carb in part; fos plant frag common, 
blocky fracture. 
11.5-12.0 Silt, clayey, buff, calc; Mn02 stained FeO 
cone at base of unit. 
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SECTION, Underwood 1, Continued 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
10 3.0 
11 5.0 
12 2.0 
13 3.0 
12.0-15.0 Silt and v fn sand, gy-buff with orng FeO 
spots, highly calc; fos plant frag abnd; two 
prominent zones of CaC03 cmt sandstone pre-
sent abt 1 ft below top of unit and near 
bottom of unit. 
15.0-20.0 Clay, silty, tan-gy (dry), dk olive gy (wet), 
calc; separated from unit above by abt 1-ft-
thick, rusty colored, orng FeO cone layer; 
blocky fracture; Mn02 staining on joint faces; 
becoming siltier toward bottom of unit; occa-
sional orng cone zones present. 
20.0-22.0 Clay, silty, lt tan-gy (dry), olive-gy (wet), 
highly calc, orng FeO spots; small, flattened 
clay-ironstone cone abt 1 inch in dia, and· 
white limey cone common. 
22.0-25.0 
Surface deposits and glacial drift, undiffer-
entiated 
Pebble-loam, gy-bn, sandy and pebbly, highly 
cal.c; dk bn organic silt containing numerous 
cobbles and large boulders at surface. 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 2025 
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SECTION: Underwood' 
LOCATION: SW SW NW Sec. 17, 
T. 146 N., R. 81 W. 
BY: LeRoy A. Hemish 
DATE: 6 August 1974 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: . 1986 
COUNTY: McLean, N.D. 
UNIT THICKNESS 
~._IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
1 3.0 
2 7.0 
J O.J 
4 0.7 
5 1.0 
6 2.5 
7 1.5 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
0-J.O Lignite, black, med hard; some petrified 
wood included; calcite veining present, 
also some yel-bn, carb claystone. 
3.0-10.0 Clay, silty, lt gy with some tan-gy & orng-
tan layers, non-calc; carb plant frag abnd; 
FeO staining on joints; claystone cone 
layer present abt 2 ft abv base of unit. 
10,0-10,J Lignite, red-bk, soft, weathered; pur-bn 
clay at contact with overlying and under-
lying units. 
10.3-11.0 Shale, lt gy (dry), dk gy (wet); red-bn FeO 
staining along joints, non-calc; carb plant 
frag common. 
11.0-12.0 Silt, clayey, yel-bn with orng FeO mottling, 
calc; 4-inch-thick lt gy silty clay layer at 
top of unit, 
12.0-14.5 Silt and v fn sand, gy-tan with orng FeO mot-
tling, highly calc, laminated; some dk orng-
bn clayey layers included. 
14,5-16.0 Silt, clayey, lt tan-gy, highly calc, lami-
nated; chalky veining and orng FeO spots 
common. 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 2002 
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SECTION: Washburn 1 BY: LeRoy A. Hemish 
DATE: 7 August 1974 LOCATION: NE SW SW Sec. 14, 
T. 144 N., R, 82 W. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 1660 
COUNTY: McLean, N.D. 
UNIT THICKNESS 
_N:.,.O::c•:.......-=:IN:;_:::F.:::E;;:.ET::__;I:;:;NT=ER::.;Vc:;AL:::_ ___ .:::.DE,:::S;;;:C;;:;Rc;;IP:.cT=..:I::;;O"'N_O;..;.Fc_c:D.:oEP"-Oz..cSc..ciccT .... S____ _ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
4.0 
14. 0 
26.0 
0.5 
0.5 
1:. 5 
2.0 
Cannonball !!'!_. 
0-4,0 Covered interval (colluvium) 
4.0-18.0 Mudstone, dk gy-bn to med gy (vet); lt gy to 
gy-tan (dry); non-calc, blocky fracture, fis-
sile in part; contains rusty colored FeO 
layers and veins. Unit is laminated and con-
tains alternating v thin sandy layers and 
she.lay layers in part. Abnd fos plant frag 
on bedding plane ptngs. Tan and gy color 
banding prominent near top of unit. 
Tongue River Fm. (?) 
18.0-44,0 Sand, clayey, fn to v fn grd, yel-bn vith 
orng mottling and streaks, highly calc; con-
tains tiny black carb flecks as vell as 
clayey lenses and layers; FeO cone included 
in bands; unit is laminated and cross-
stratified. 
44.0-44.5 Mudstone, dk choc-bn with olive-bn and orng 
mottling, non-calc, blocky fracture; con-
tains elastic dikes from 0.5-1.0 inch vide 
running oblique to bedding and containing 
same material as overlying unit, 
44.5-45.0 Siltstone, clayey, v fn grd, buff with orng 
mottling, highly calc. 
45.0-46,5 Sandstone, fn to v fn grd, gn-gy-tan with 
orng FeO spots, calc, friable, laminated; 
contains carb plant frag and lt gy clay 
balls abt 0.5 inch in dis. 
46.5-48.5 
Surface deposits and glacial drift, undif-
ferentiated 
Gravel and fn sand, rusty orng to tan-bn, 
oxidi~ed; sand occurs between two coarse 
gravel layere containing cobbles & boulders. 
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SECTION: Wasnburn 1, Continued 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
8 1.0 48.5-49.5 Pebble-loam, tan-bn, highly calc, silty, orng 
FeO spots comtnon; numerous angular clay-
ironstone cone frag up to cobble size at 
base of unit. 
9 0.5 49.5-50.0 Silt, dk bn, organic. 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 1710 
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SECTION: Glen Ullin 1 
LOCATION: NW SW SE Sec. 24 
BY: LeRoy A, Hemish 
DATE: 2 July 1975 
T, 139 N., R. 88 W. 
ELEVATION AT RA.SE OF SECTION: 2055 
COUNTY: Morton, N.D. 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
0.5 
2.0 
4.0 
2.0 
13,0 
11.5 
6.0 
4.0 
0.5 
24.5 
Tongue River !!!• 
0-0.5 Clay, gy-bn 
0.5-2.5 Lignite, with pur-bn carb shale in upper 
third of unit. 
2.5-6.5 Clay, amo, yel-buff with orng FeO cone bands. 
6.5-8.5 Sand, v fn, silty, buff with orng FeO cone 
bands, laminated; carbonaceous along atrati-
fication planes. 
8.5-21.5 Silt, clayey, buff with orng FeO cone bands; 
locally contains CaC03 cmt sltst lenses & v 
fn sand streaks; abt 2-ft-thick discontinuous 
zone of limestone lenses marks top of unit; 
where absent a clayey tan-gy silt is included. 
Sentinel Butte E'ln. 
21.5-33.0 Clay, silty, lt gy to tan-gy, laminated; near 
base of unit contains intbd silts; very thin 
lignitic shale included abt 5 ft abv contact; 
unit becomes gy-bn with lt orng bands upward. 
33.0-39.0 Silt, clayey, gy-bn with orng FeO cone bands; 
contains some oxidized fos plant frag and foe 
shell frag abt 5 ft abv bottom of unit, 
39.0-43.0 Clay, silty, somber gy-bn. 
43.0-43.5 Lignite, soft, veathered. 
43.5-68.0 Covered interval; slope littered with scoria. 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 2123 
SECTION: Davis Creek 1 
LOCATION: NW NW Sec. 24 
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BY: LeRoy A. Hemish 
DATE: 3 July 1975 
T. 139 N., R. 102 W. 
COUNTY: Billings, N.D. 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
12.0 0-12.0 
2.0 12.0-14.0 
2.0 14.0-16.0 
7.0 16.0-23.0 
0.5 23.0-23.5 
3.0 23.5-26.5 
9.5 26.5-36.0 
9.0 36.0-45.0 
2.0 45.0--47.0 
9.0 47.0--56.0 
1.0 56.0-57.0 
2,0 57.0-59.0 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 2475 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
--------
Tongue River Fm, 
Clay, yel-buff with orng silty clay bands; 
laterally contains lt orng limestone lenses 
and FeO cone, 
Siltstone, yel-buff, ripple xlsm. 
Silt, clayey, buff with orng bands. 
Clay, silty, yel-bn with orng bands; carb 
fos plant £rag common. 
Lignite, black; selenite xls common at con-
tact with underlying unit, 
Sand, v fn, buff with orng specks & streaks; 
abt a 2-inch-thick zone of bright orng oxi-
dized sand is included at base of unit. 
Clay, silty, yel-bn with orng bands; carb 
fos plant £rag common; contains some FeO 
cone; very thin lignitic zone at contact 
with overlying unit. 
Sand, v fn, buff with orng bands; fos leaves 
included; some rusty orng silty clay bands 
present; oxidized pyrite cone present; 
ripple xlam. 
Sandstone, orng-buff, ripple xlam; concre-
tionary. 
Sand, v fn, silty, ye.1-buff with orng mot-
tling; fines upward to silt. 
Clay, lt gy to pur-bn. 
Clay, gy to pur-bn-gy; tight; contains abnd 
fos plant frag; carbonaceous and lignitic 
in upper 0.3 ft of unit. 
·-------
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SECTION: Davis Creek 1, Continued 
UNIT 
NO. 
13 
THICKNESS 
IN FEET 
26.0 
INTERVAL 
59. 0-85. 0 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
--
Sand, v fn, somber gy-bn; contains rusty-orng 
ledges of FeO cone; forms steep, rilled slopes; 
rounded, partly indurated yel and orng cone 
conmion. 
14 4.0 85.0-89.0 Clay, dk gy-bn, smo; weathers to "popcorn" 
surface. 
15 7.0 89,0-93.0 Clay, silty, lt gy-bn With orng bands; con-
tains some small FeO cone. 
16 5.0 93.0-98.0 Clay, pur-bn to gy; contains several carb 
clay and thin lignitic zones; fos plant 
frag abnd, 
17 6.0 98.0-104.0 Silt, yel-buff; contains some oxidized fas 
plant frag and yel & orng cone (partly in-
durated); very thin (0,5 inch) lignitic 
layer at top of unit. 
18 8.0 104.0-112.0 Clay, silty, lt gy-bn with orng bands; 
oxidized fos plant frag colllli!on. 
19 5.0 112.0-117.0 Sand, v fn, lt tan, friable; contains 
oxidized fos plant frag & FeO cone. 
20 0.5 117.0-117.5 Siltstone, lt gy. 
21 4.5 117.5-122.0 Clay, lt gy, smo; bn in upper 1 ft. 
22 4.0 122.0-126.0 Lignite, black; yel jarosits common; 0.5 ft 
thick clay ptng abt 2 ft abv base of unit. 
23 1.0 126.0-127.0 Clay, gy to bn-gy; oxidized plant fos abnd; 
selenite xls present. 
24 1,0 127.0-128.0 Clay, silty, lt gy with red-bn streaks; some 
FeO cone included. 
25 4.0 128.0-132.0 Sand, v fn, silty, weathers lt yel-buff, 
26 3.0 132.0-135.0 Clay, gy-bn, & clay, carb, lig, weathered. 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 2610 
-
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SECTION: Davis Creek 2 
LOCATION: NW NW Sec. 24 
BY: LeRoy A. Hemish 
DATE: 3 July 1975 
T. 139 N., R. 102 W. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 2597 
COUNTY: Bill'.ngs, N.D. 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
4.0 
1.0 
2.0 
0.2 
s.o 
3.0 
0.5 
2.0 
2.3 
3.0 
10.0 
Sentinel Butte 'Fm. 
0-4.0 Lignite, black, with yel jarosite and clay 
ptng abt 2 ft from base of unit. 
4.0-5.0 Clay, gy-bn, abnd fos plant £rag included; 
white zone of gyp at contact with overlying 
unit. 
5,0-7.0 Clay, silty, gy-bn, highly gypsiferous; some 
orng spots; locally, v fn sand included. 
7.0-7.2 Lignite, soft, weathered. 
7.2-12.2 Clay, silty, gy-bn to pur-bn; carb foe plant 
frag abnd; lignitic in part; some carb clay 
included. Lignite is soft and weathered. 
12.2-15.2 Clay, silty, gy-bn; FeO cone common; alter-
nates with clayey silt beds. 
15.2-15.7 Sand, v fn, tan-bn, lam; numerous FeO cone 
and gyp nodules included. 
15.7-17.7 Clay, silty, gy-bn; FeO cone common; some 
carb fos plant £rag included. 
17.7-20.0 Sand, v fn, gy-bn with orng spots, friable; 
orng cone included; weathers to lt yel-tan. 
20.0-23.0 Clay, silty, gy-bn, and silt, clayey, gy-bn 
with orng spots, 
23.0-33.0 Lignite (weathered), soot, ashes & scoria. 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 2630 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 1 BY: LeRoy A. Hemish 
DATE: 16 June 1975 LOCATION: SE NW SW Sec, 19, 
T, 144 N., R. 83 W. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 1750 
COUNTY· Mctaan, N.D. 
UNIT THICK.'IBSS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14. 
1.0 
0.5 
12.0 
3.0 
1.5 
0.5 
3.5 
1.0 
3.0 
3.0 
1.5 
7.5 
0.5 
3.5 
Tongue River Fm. 
0-1.0 Clay, lt gy with some orng spots; carb fos 
plant frag common. 
1.0-1.5 Lignite, black, med hd. 
1.5-13.5 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng FeO cone bands. 
13.5-16.5 Sand, v fn, silty, tan-bn with some orng FeO 
cone; carb plant £rag common along lam planes; 
locally cmt with CaC03 to form sandstone 
lenses. 
16.5-18.0 Clay, lt yel-gy; somewhat silty at base of 
unit; contains carb foa plant £rag. 
18.0-18.5 Lignite, black 
18.5-22.0 Clay, silty, lt yel-gy with lt orng bands. 
22.0-23.0 
23.0-26.0 
26.0-29.0 
29.0-30.5 
30.5-38.0 
38.0-38.5 
38.5-42.0 
Sentinel Butte~. 
Sand, v fn, silty, lt bn, lam. 
Silt, clayey; contains discontinuous 2-ft-
thick zone of orng-buff limestone lenses. 
Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng banda; FeO 
cone included. 
Clay, silty, lt gy, contains thin lignitic 
clay seam locally. 
Clay, silty, sOlllber gy-bn with orng FeO cone 
bands; foe shell frag near base of unit. 
Sand, v fn, gy-bn, micaceous. 
Sand, v fn, gy-bn; alternating with orng 
concretionary beds of silty clay: carb fos 
plant £rag along stratification planes. 
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SECTION: F,M,B. 1, Continued 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. 1N FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
15 3.0 42.0-45.0 Clay, silty, somber gy-bn with orng FeO 
16 25.0 
cone bands. 
Surface deposits.!!!.<! glacial drift, undif-
ferentiated 
45.0-70.0 Pebble-loam, yel-bn, sandy; contains abnd 
FeO cone fragments. Large granite erratics 
are exposed at the surface. Grass at the 
top of the hill. 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 1820 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 2 
LOCATION: NW SE SE Sec. 24, 
T. 144 N., R. 84 W. 
BY: LeRoy A. Hemish 
DATE: 16 June 1975 
COUNTY: McL'!an, N.D. 
UNIT THIC!(NESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL 
l 32.0 0-32.0 
2 22.0 32.0-54.0 
3 1.0 54.0-55.0 
) 
4 5.0 55. 0-60. 0 
5 8.0 60.0-68.0 
6 6.0 68.0-74.0 
7 4.0 74.0-78.0 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 1682 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Tongue River Fm. 
Grassed over slope (material ia mostly 
slumped sand). 
Sand, v fn, buff to lt yel-tan, friable, x-
stratified; minor FeO staining along joints 
and stratification planes; forms some cliffs 
where locally indurated. 
Silt, clayey, buff with orng FeO cone bands. 
Sand, v fn, lt yel-tan, friable, x-stratified. 
Surface deposits and glacial drift, undiffer-
entiated 
Gravel and sand, buff, med to fn grd; 0.5 ft 
of gravel at bottom of unit; sand fining 
upward abv the basal gravel; thin gravel at 
top of unit. 
Silt to v fn sand, lt tan. 
Covered interval (grassed over at top of 
slope). 
ELEVAXION AT TOP OF SECTION: 1760 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 3 
LOCATION: NE NW SE Sec, 24, 
T. 144 N., R. 84 W. 
BY: LeRoy A. Hemish 
DATE: 16 June 1975 
COUNTY: McLeFn, N.D. 
UNIT 
NO. 
1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
THICKNESS 
IN FEET 
30.0 
5.0 
10.0 
8.0 
0.5 
3.5 
0.5 
3.0 
2.5 
1.0 
INTERVAL 
0-30.0 
30.0-35.0 
35.0-45.0 
45.0-53.0 
53.0-53.5 
53.5-57 .o 
57.0-57.5 
57.5-60.5 
60.5-63.0 
63.0-64.0 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 1690 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Tongue River Fm. 
Covered interval (grass covered slope and 
slumped material consisting mostly of sand). 
Sand, v fn, friable, buff with minor FeO 
staining, stratified. 
Sandstone, v fn grd, buff, CaC03 cmt, xlam; 
some minor FeO staining. 
Sand, v fn, gy-orng, highly fossiliferous, 
and "gastropod gravels" composed of about 
25 percent fos gastropod shells with a few 
scattered pelecypod shells, Shells are 
quite well preserved except in the upper 
1 ft, where they are badly fragmented. Unit 
is stratified and contains some zones of 
unfossiliferous sand, as well as a few 3-
inch-thick fossiliferous gy & orng clay beds. 
A zone of CaC03 cmt fossiliferous sandstone 
runs midway through unit. Lateral extent of 
this highly fossiliferous unit was estimated 
at approximately 200 ft, 
Clay, tan with red-bn streaks. 
Silt, clayey, and clay, silty, lt gy with 
orng streaks; gypsiferous and weakly carb 
in part, 
Lignite, black. 
Clay, lt gy with some orng spots; gypsiferous. 
Shale, carb, choc-bn; FeO staining along 
joints, 
Clay, lt gy with orng & yel spots, gypsiferous; 
some jarosite and FeO cone present. 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 3, Continued 
UNIT THICKNESS 
_N~O~.'---"'IN""-'F~E~E~T~~I~NT.::..::E~RV~A~L=--~~-~~D~E::=--:SCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
1.5 64.0-65.5 
1.5 65.5-67.0 
1.0 67,0-68.0 
1.5 68.0-69.5 
o.s 69.5-70.0 
4.5 70.0-74.S 
Clay, silty, tan with orng FeO cone bands; 
some jarosite and FeO cone included. 
Sand, v fn, lt gy-bn, laminated; much fine-
grained carbonaceous material included along 
stratification planes; gypsiferous. 
Clay, silty, med gy to lt gy. 
Lignite, black, med hard. 
Clay, lt gy; carb fos plant frag collmon. 
Clay, silty, yellow-buff with orng FeO cone 
bands. 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
84.5 74.5-169.0 Sand, fn to med, somber gy-bn with orng 
spots; some small FeO cone included; friable; 
CaC03 cmt lenses at abt 25-30 ft below top of 
unit. 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 1849 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 4 BY: LeRoy A. Hemish 
DATE: 17 June 1975 LOCATION: SW SW NE Sec. 24, 
T. 144 N., R, 84 W, 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 1690 
COUNTY: McLean, N.D. 
UNIT 
NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
THICKNESS 
IN FEET 
37.0 
5.3 
5.2 
8.0 
LO 
6.0 
2.0 
LO 
0.5 
3,0 
2.0 
1.0 
INTERVAL 
0-37.0 
37.0-42.3 
42.3-47.5 
47.5-55.5 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Tongue River !!!! . 
Covered interval (grass covered slope and 
slumped material consisting mostly of sand), 
Sand, v fn grd, lt tan with bn carb streaks, 
friable. 
Silt, lt gy with bn mottling & veining; some 
cmt zones and small FeO cone included, 
Sand, v fn grd, silty, lt tan with some lt 
orng-bn streaks; contains small red-bn FeO 
cone with yel centers; gyp xls concentrated 
at contact with underlying unit. 
55.5-56.5 Silt, lt bn with orng mottling & white 
specks; contains carb fos plant £rag & small 
FeO cone. 
56,5-62.5 Clay, dk gy-bn, smo, blocky fracture; 
becoming med gy upward; 3-inch lig seam 
included abt 1.5 ft abv bottom of unit; 
orng & yel cone zones in upper part of unit. 
62.5-64.5 Shale, carb, choc-bn, stained orng & yel 
along joints. 
64.5-65.5 Clay, It gy, smo, blocky fracture. 
65.5-66,0 Clay, silty, gy-bn; contains some orng-
yel cone. 
66,0-69.0 Clay., lt gy, smo, blocky fracture. 
69.0-71.0 Lignite, black. 
71.0-72.0 Clay, lt gy; contains some red-bn oxidized 
foe plant frag. 
,; 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 4, Continued 
UNIT 
NO. 
THICKNESS 
IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Sentinel Butte !!!!_. 
13 1.5 72.0-73.5 Sand, v fn, silty, tan-bn with orng streaks. 
14 3.0 73.5-76.5 Clay, silty, gy-bn 'With orng mottling. 
15 0.1 76.5-76.6 Lignite, black. 
16 3.4 76.6-80.0 Clay, lt gy, smo; becoming bn-gy to orng at 
top of unit. 
17 4.0 80.0-84.0 Limestone, dolomitic, lt buff to orng on 
w-eathered surface, gy on freshly broken 
surface; forms discontinuous ledge along 
cliff face, 
18 1 3.0 84.0-87.0 Silt, lt gy with orng-bn streaks and orng 
& yel cone. 
19 0.5 87.0-87.5 Shale, carb, lignitic, dk choc-bn; nacreous 
fos shell frag included; thin yel-bn layer 
at top of unit. 
20 3.0 87.5-90.5 Silt, clayey, dk gy with yel & orng-bn 
bands; gypsiferous; some v thin, bn carb 
::ones included. 
21 39.5 90.5-130.0 Sand and sandstone, fn grd, gy-bn; contains 
22 6.0 130.0-136.0 
elongated snd rounded odd-shaped, x-strati-
fied concretions and cementations ranging 
from 0.1 ft to several ft in dia. Unit is 
highly friable in lower third; locally con-
tains gyp and poorly cmt FeO cone. 
Surface deposits and glacial drift, undif-
ferei:ttiated 
Silt, lt bn; darker bn abt 1 ft below sur-
face. 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 1826 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 5 BY: LeRoy A. Hemish 
DATE: 17 June 1975 LOCATIJN: SE NE NW Sec. 24, 
T. 144 N., R. 84 W. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 1690 
COUNTY: McLean, N.D, 
UNIT 
NO, 
THICKNESS 
IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Tongue River Fm. 
1 15.0 0-15.0 Covered interval (grass covered slope and 
slumped material consisting mostly of sand; 
large xbd cementations lie about in places 
as rubble at foot of slope). 
2 8.0 15.0-23.0 Sand, buff, v fn grd, calc, xbd; much FeO 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
0.8 
2.0 
2.5 
5.5 
13.5 
1,5 
finely dispersed along bedding planes; con-
tains scattered fos pelecypod and gastropod 
shell frag. 
23.0-23,8 Sand, v fn grd, gy-tan & bn, calc; intbd with 
pur-bn layers of oxidized carb material; thin 
dk orng FeO cone present along bedding 
planes: xbd, 
23.8-25,8 Sand (same as unit 2, abv). 
25.8-28.3 Sand and gravel, gy-tan, very poorly srt, calc; 
contains lam intraclasts of calc sltst, sbrd 
to rd granules, pebbles and cobbles of bedded 
sandstone, as well as waterworn cobbles of lt 
gy silty limestone. (Siltstone intraclasts 
are lithologically sill!ilar to unit 3, abv). 
28.3-33.8 Sand, v fn grd, gy-tan, calc; contains large, 
xbd cementations that protrude from the cliff 
face; xbg weathers out in relief; rusty-bn 
flakes weather off on some faces; cementations 
frequently weather out of cliff and fall to 
oase of slope. 
33.8-47.3 Silt, bn-gy, highly calc, slightly carb, 
blocky fracture; veins of selenite fill 
joints on cliff face; orng & red-bn FeO 
cone common; unit weathers to yel-tan. 
47.3-48.8 Silt, carb, lignitic in part, pur-bn, calc; 
intbd wilt gy oblate limestone pbls from 
0.1 to 1.0 inches in dia; unit is extremely 
variable in thickness laterally. 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 5, Continued 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTER.VAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
9 14.0 48.8-62.8 Sand, v fn grd, bn-gy, slightly carb, highly 
calc, well srt; contains scattered shell 
frag & FeO cone; some FeO staining; weathers 
lt tan; 2 inch thick indurated clayey sltst 
layer included abt 4 feet from top of unit. 
10 3.0 62.8-65.8 Silt, clayey, lt gy-tan, calc; numerous sm 
orng FeO spots & streaks; pinkish, hard, 
calc claystone cone present; selenite xls 
in veins. 
11 1,0 65.8-66.8 Shale, dk gy (wet), lt gy (dry), FeO stain-
ing on joints; weathers flaky; numerous foa 
plant frag on lam planes. 
12 0.1 66.8-66.9 Lignite, black with red-bn FeO staining. 
13 0.2 66.9-67.1 Silt, gy-tan, non-calc; fos shell frag 
very abnd. 
14 1.5 67.1-68.6 Clay, silty, dk bn-gy, carb; plant frag com-
mon; FeO streaks included; weathers lt gy, 
non-calc. 
15 0.5 68.6-69.1 Silt, carb, lignitic, dk red-bn to yel-orng 
& bk; selenite xls common. 
16 1.5 69.1-70.6 Shale, dk gy (wet), lt gy (dry), smo, flaky, 
non-calc; contains scattered carb plant fas; 
some tiny FeO streaks; 1-inch yel-orng gyp 
layer at top of unit. 
17 3.5 10.6-74.1 Silt, gy-tan, with red-bn & orng cone bands, 
18 
19 
1.0 
1.9 
highly calc, small-scale xbg; weathers to lt 
yel-buff hue. 
Surface deposits~ glacial drift, undiffer-
entiatad 
74.1-75.1 Silt, choc-bn, limey. 
75.1-77.0 Pebble-loam, silty, gy-bn, calc; contains 
abnd ign, meta, & sed pbls. 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 1767 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 6 
LOCATION: NE NE NW Sec. 24 
BY: LeRoy A. Hemish 
DATE: 18 June 1975 
T. 144 N., R. 84 W. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 1690 
COUNTY: McLean, N.D. 
UNIT 
NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
THICKNESS 
IN FEET 
70.0 
2.0 
1.5 
1.0 
2.5 
3.5 
10.5 
1.0 
3.0 
2.2 
INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Tongue River .!:E• 
0-70.0 Covered interval (grass covered slope and 
slumped material consisting mostly of sand). 
70.0-72.0 Lignite, hard, black; underlain by smo lt gy 
clay. 
72.0-73.5 Clay, lt gy, smo; weathers to lt yel-buff. 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
73,5-74.5 Clay, silty, carb, bn; contains abnd fos 
plant frag. 
74.5-77.0 Clay, silty, tan-bn with orng bands. 
77.0-80.5 Limestone, orng on weathered surface, gy-bn 
on fresh surface; may contain fos leaves on 
broken surfaces; forms fairly continuous 
ledge laterally; where absent, lithology 
is swne as unit S, abv. 
80.5-91.0 Clay, silty, with thin silt beds occasion-
ally included; somber gy-bn with orng bands, 
highly calc; clay-ironstone cone layers com-
mon; chips W'E!Sther out and litter slopes, 
91.0-92,0 Siltstone, gy-bn, calc, hd; contains csrb 
fos plant frag, laminated. 
92,0-95.0 Clay, silty, tan-bn with orng bands. 
95.0-97.2 Clay, gy-bn; includes 2-inch-thick beds of 
lig at both bottom and top of unit; pur-bn 
silty carb clays associated with the lig; 
FeO stained joints & plant frag abnd through-
out unit, 
7.0 97.2-104.2 Silt, clayey, med bn; tan to gy-tan & orng 
on weathered surface; fos, calc; numerous 
bands of FeO cone and some larger limestone 
pods near top of unit. 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 6, Continued 
UNIT 
NO. 
THICKNESS 
IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
12 5.0 104.2-109.2 Clay,med gy, ca.le; some FeO staining; few 
fos plant frag included; weathers to 
checked, fairly smo surface, 
13 5.0 109.2-114.2 Sand, fn to med, gy-bn to rd-bn, friable, 
non-calc; highly oxidized at base of unit; 
contains some clay pbls & lignite at con-
tact with unit 12. 
14 1.8 114.2-116.0 Sandstone, tan to reddish-bn, xbd, fn to 
med grd; CaC03 cmt; often forms ledges on 
butte sides in area. 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 1806 
? 
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SECTION: F.M.B, 7 
LOCATION: SE NW NE Sec. 24 
BY: LeRoy A. Hemish 
DATE: 18 June 1975 
T, 144 N., R. 84 W. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 1780 
COUNTY: McLean, N.D. 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
--'----------------
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
3.0 
5.0 
1.8 
3.0 
12.8 
7.0 
24.8 
17.0 
0-3.0 
3.0-5.0 
S.0-6.8 
6.8-9.8 
9.8-22.6 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
Covered interval (grassed over slope). 
Clay, silty, somber gy-bn with tan bands; 
highly calc; tan-gy, calc, 2-inch-thick 
sltst bed included; carb, lam, red-bn FeO 
cone common. 
Clay, gy-bn to pur-bn; 2-inch bed of lig at 
both bottom and top of unit; FeO stained 
joints and fos plant frag collll!IOn throughout 
unit. 
Clay, med gy-bn with orng-bn bands, calc, 
amo; much FeO staining. 
Sandstone, fn to med grd, gy-tan to lt gy, 
slightly calc; some FeO stained bands; orng 
& yel colored and highly oxidized at base of 
unit with some clay pbls & FeO cone included; 
xbd; calc.cmt layers form ledges; unit is 
fairly well indurated on exposed surfaces; 
forms smo slopes and steep-walled cliffs. 
22.6-29.6 Clay and siltstone, yel-bn & lt gy, banded, 
highly calc; contains large, fn grd, calc, 
orng sltst cone often seen forming caps on 
small buttes in the area; unit may inter-
tongue with sandstone in places, or be 
absent, in which case unit 5 is continuous 
to unit 7. 
29.6-54.4 
54.4-71.4 
Sandstone (same as unit 5, abv). 
Sandstone, v fn grd (to med grd in bands), 
somber gy-bn, calc; carb along lam planes; 
some clayey, ferruginous, orng-bn bands 
near top of unit; FeO cone common through-
out unit. 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 7, Continued 
UNIT 
NO. 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
THICKNESS 
IN FEET INTERVAL 
5.5 71.4-76.9 
4.0 76.9-80.9 
2.0 80.9-82.9 
5.1 82.9-88.0 
2.0 88.0-90.0 
17.2 90.0-107.2 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Sandstone, lt gy (salt & pepper), highly 
calc, moderately friable; includes a few 
small round FeO cone; laminated, micaceous. 
Clay, silty, lt tan-gy, calc, slightly carb, 
flaky; minor amount of FeO staining; weathers 
to checked surface; interfingers with unit 9; 
contains a 1,5-ft-thick zone of orng, FeO 
stained limestone lenses. 
Sandstone (same as unit 9, abv), 
Clay (same as unit 10, abv). 
Shale, silty, highly carb, lignitic in part, 
dk bn to pur-bn; thins out laterally both 
left and right. 
Clay, orng-tan, banded, calc; includes a few 
FeO cone; quite soft when wet; weathered sur-
face mottled with white salts; tan concretion-
ary layer at top of unit; fos gastropod shell 
fra.g included at top of unit. 
15 0.2 107.2-107.4 Lignite, black, crumbly; overlain by 3 inches 
of gy clay. 
16 2.0 107.4-109.4 Silt, clayey, lt ta.n-gy, some FeO staining; 
carb in part, soft. 
17 2.0 109.4-111,4 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng FeO cone bands. 
18 13.6 111.4-125.0 Sand, v fn, silty, tan; contains some FeO 
cone; weathers to lt yel-buff, 
19 1.5 125.0-126.5 Clay, carb, gy to pur-bn, lignitic in part. 
20 1.0 126.5-127.5 Clay, silty, gy; carb plant £rag common. 
21 2.0 127.5-129.5 Silt, clayey, gy-bn with orng FeO cone bands. 
22 4.0 129.5-133.S Clay, gy, smooth. 
23 1.0 133.5-134.S Lignite, soot, ashes, scoria. 
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SECTION: F.M·.B, 7, Continued 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL 
24 
25 
l. 5 134. 5-136. 0 
12.0 136.0-148.0 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Surface deposits and glacial drift, undiffer-
entiated 
Pebble-loam, buff, sandy. 
Silt, to v·fn sand, buff, 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 1928 
-78 
SECTION: F.M.B, B BY: LeRoy A, Hemish 
DATE: 19 June 1975 LOCATION: SW SW SW Sec. 13, 
T. 144 N., R. 84 W. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 1758 
COUNTY: McLean, N.D. 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. lN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
2.0 
2.0 
2.5 
0.5 
18.5 
1.0 
10.0 
0.1 
4.4 
5.0 
3.0 
2.5 
4.0 
Tongue River Fm. 
0-2.0 Clay, lt gy, smooth; some minor oxidation 
indicated by tan-orng mottling. 
2.0-4.0 Lignite, black. 
4.0-6.5 Clay, lt tan-gy, smooth. 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
6.5-7.0 Silt, carbonaceous, choc-bn to pur-bn; con-
tains fos shell frag. 
7.0-25.5 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng FeO silty con-
cretionary bands; lt tan CaC03 sltst layers 
included laterally abt 10 ft frOlll bottom of 
unit. 
25.5-26,5 Clay, carbonaceous, pur-bn; includea 2-inch-
thick lignite at base of unit. 
26.5-36.5 Clay, silty, med gy to bn-gy with orng FeO 
cone bands; some oxidized foe plant frag 
included. 
36.5-36.6 Lignite, shaley, bn-bk. 
36.6-41.0 Clay, slightly silty, tan-bn with orng cone 
bands, fissile. 
41.0-46.0 Silt, lt tan, la:m; carb and oxidized fos 
plant frag abundant; SOllle orng bands. 
46.0-49.0 Sand, v fn, silty, lt gy; interlaminated 
with bn carb silt; plant frag abnd. 
49,0-51,5 Silt, coarse, with some v fn sand; gy-bn 
with orng cone bands. 
51.5-55.5 Silt, clayey, gy-bn with orng cone bands. 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 8, Continued 
UNIT 
NO. 
14 
15 
16 
17 
THICKNESS 
IN FEET 
4.0 
6.5 
1.5 
19.5 
INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
55.5-59.5 Clay, silty, gy-bn ~ith orng cone bands; carb 
and fos at top of unit; gastropod and pelecy-
pod shell £rag common. 
59.5-66,0 Sand, v fn, lt tan-bn, friable; locally cmt, 
x-stratified; fines upWard to sand, v fn, 
silty, 
66.0-67.5 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng FeO cone bands 
(laterally changes to a 4-ft-thick, tan to 
rusty orng zone of limestone lenses extend-
ing both bel~ and above contacts with under-
lying and overlying units). 
67.5-87.0 Sand, v fn, silty, lt gy-bn, lam; contains 
orng FeO cone bands; carb in lenses; contains 
some silty clay beds; tan to orng limestone 
lenses at top of cliff, 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 1845 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 9 BY: LeRoy A. Hem:i.sh 
DATE: 19 June 1975 LOCATION: NW NW NE Sec. 24, 
T. 144 N., R. 84 W. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 1840 
COUNTY: McLean, N.D. 
UNIT 
NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
THICKNESS 
IN FEET 
1.2.0 
2.0 
1.0 
0.5 
2.0 
5.5 
13.0 
1.0 
5.0 
4.5 
INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
0-1.2.0 Sand, v fn, lt gy to somber gy-bn with orng 
bands; x-stratified; contains FeO cone; 
alternates with beds of lt bn clayey silt; 
locally contains thin lignite lenses: small 
orng & yel friable cone with dk gy nuclei 
also included locally. 
12.0-14.0 Clay, silty, gy to bn-gy to orng; contains 
stringers of v fn bn sand, as well as abnd 
carb fos plant frag. 
14.0-15.0 Silt, med bn; contains carb plant frag & yel 
& rusty-bn friable cone. 
15.0-15.5 
15.5-17.S 
17.5-23.0 
Clay, silty, carb in part, smoky gy-bn to 
orng bn; abnd fos shell frag included; sm 
pyrite-cored cone present in upper part of 
unit. 
Clay, med gy, silty; oxidized fos plant frag 
included along stratification planes. 
Silt and clay, dk gy-bn to pur-bn, lam, carb, 
lignitic in part. 
23.0-36.0 Clay, silty, yel-bn with orng clayey silt 
bands; thin pur-bn carb layers at occasional 
intervals; fos shell frag abnd abt 2 ft from 
bottom of unit. 
36.0-37.0 Silt, coarse, with v fn sand, tan-bn, lam; 
some orng & yel friable cone included. 
37.0-42.0 Clay, silty, orng-bn; abnd carb plant frag; 
hard FeO concretionary zone at top of unit. 
42.0-46.5 Clay, smo, lt gy to gn-gy; sticky when wet. 
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SECTION: F.M.B, 9, Continued 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF_D.ccE_PO'"'S'""'I-'T-'-S~~~~~ 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
1.0 
1.5 
3.0 
1.5 
5.5 
0.8 
6.2 
6.0 
4.0 
17. 0 
46.5-47.S Lignite and carbonaceous silty clay, black 
to sooty brown. 
47.5-49.0 Silt, clayey, tan-bn with orng streaks; FeO 
cone abnd; chips weather out and litter 
slopes; thin lig seam at top of unit. 
49.0-52.0 Clay, silty, gy-tan with orng bands. 
52.0-53.S Lignite, black, with two gy clay ptngs; rusty-
bn and gypsiferous at top of unit. 
53.5-59.0 Silt, clayey, gy, and sand, v fn, silty; 
weathers to lt yel-buff; well srt, 
59.0-59.8 Clay, lignitic, carbonaceous, black to pur-
bn to rusty orng. 
59.8-66.0 Silt, clayey, lt bn; and clay, silty, in 
orng bands; partly indurated, rusty orng 
cone included; gyp xls near top of unit. 
66.0-72.0 Clay, silty, lt gy-tan. 
72.0-76.0 Lignite, black, with 6-inch-thick carb clay 
ptng midway in unit. 
Surface deposits and glacial drift, undif-
ferentiated 
76.0-93.0 Pebble-loam, buff (top of slope is grassed 
over). 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 1933 
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SECTION: F.M.:S. 10 BY: LeRoy A. Hemish 
DATE: 20 June 1975 LOCATION: SW SE SW Sec. 13, 
T. 144 N., R. 84 W. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 1744 
COUNTY: McLean, N,D, 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1.5 
2.0 
0.5 
5.0 
2.0 
1.0 
1.0 
21.0 
2.0 
12.0 
0.1 
0.9 
11.0 
0.5 
Tongue River Fm. 
0-1.5 Clay, slightly silty, lt gy with orng bands, 
1,5-3.5 Shale, carb, black to dk gy-bn, fissile, 
"greasy" feeling. 
3.5-4.0 Silt, mottled gy-bn & orng; minor amount of 
v fn sand included. 
4.0-9.0 Clay, silty, lt gy with some orng streaks, 
FeO cone zone included. 
9.0-11.0 Lignite, black. 
11.0-12.0 Clay, lt tan-gy, smo; contains orng oxidized 
and carb fos plant frag. 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
12.0-13.0 Silt, cerb, choc-bn to orng-bn, lam. 
13.0-34.0 Clay, silty, yel-bn with orng cone bands. 
34.0-36.0 Clay, silty, lt tan-gy, contains FeO oxi-
dized fos plant frag; 2-inch lignite seams 
at both bottom and top of unit. 
36.0-48.0 Clay, silty, somber gy-bn; contains orng 
bands of FeO cone. 
48,0-48.1 Lignite, black. 
48.1-49.0 Limestone, buff co orng lenses; discon-
tinuous laterally, 
49.0-60,0 Silt, gy-bn, coarse, lam, concretionary. 
60.0-60,5 Limestone, buff to rusty-orng lenses; 
mostly fragmented; caps butte top, 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 1804.5 
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SECTION: F.M.B, 11 BY: LeRoy A. Hemish 
DATE: 20 June 1975 LOCATION: SE NE SW Sec. 13, 
T. 144 N., R. 84 W. 
COUNTY: McLean, N.D. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 1787 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
6.6 
3.8 
5.0 
3.0 
8.0 
1.5 
9.5 
3.5 
6.0 
0.5 
4.5 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
0-6.6 Clay, slightly silty, lt gy to tan-orng, 
banded; contains zones of FeO cone. 
6.6-10.4 Clay, silty, tan to lt orng, banded; includes 
FeO cone zones; thin pur-bn carb zone at base 
of unit. 
10.4-lS.4 Sand, v fn, silty, buff to lt orng-bn; mostly 
friable, but laterally forms cemented x-
stratified lenses; contains oxidized plant 
frag. 
15.4-18.4 Clay, silty, tan to lt gy, banded; intbd with 
fossiliferous red-bn silt. 
18.4-26.4 Sand, v fn, lt bn with orng spots. 
'26.4-27.9 Silt, clayey, gy-buff to orng; changes lat-
erally to limestone lenses, orng to buff to 
rusty tan; contains lignitic plant fossils. 
27.9-37.4 Silt, lt bn with orng bands; FeO cone frag 
litter slopes; contains xl.a:m, weakly cmt 
sltst lenses. 
37.4-40.9 Lignite, black; intbd with flaky gy clay and 
choc-bn carb materials. (Lignite seams are 
abt 2 inches thick). 
40.9-46.9 Clay, slightly silty, tan-gy with alternat-
ing bands of orng silty clay. 
46.9-47.4 Clay, highly carb, slightly lignitic, pur-bn 
to red-bn at top; contains numerous selenite 
xls. 
47.4-51.9 Clay, slightly silty, lt gy with minor orng 
banding; contains carb plant frag and minor 
pur-bn carb shale layer abt 3 ft av base of 
unit. 
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SECTION: F.M,B. 11, Continued 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
1.0 
1.0 
1.5 
1.5 
5.5 
10.0 
0.3 
1.1 
1.3 
4.0 
1.5 
0.2 
6.5 
LO 
0.2 
51.9-52.9 Sand, v fn, to silt, lt gy to orng-bn, 
52.9-53.9 Lignite (laterally burnt out and replaced 
by scoria) 
53.9-55.4 Shale, carb, choc-bn, lignitic in part. 
55.4-56.9 Clay, silty, lt gy, changing to orng-bn 
with tan bands. 
56.9-62.4 Clay, silty, lt gy, to silt, clayey, yel-bn 
with orng bands; silt is xlam at base; buff 
to orng zone of limestone lenses 2 ft thick 
occur at top of unit. 
62.4-72.4 Clay, silty, gy-bn with occasional silty 
layers, banded orng; FeO cone frag litter 
slopes, 
72.4-72.7 Lignite and pur-bn carb clay ~one; v fos-
siliferous at top of unit. 
72.7-73,8 Clay, bn-gy, emo; overlain by orng-bn FeO 
cone layers. 
73.8-75.1 Clay, silty, bn-gy; alternating with rusty 
orng-bn silt layers; unit is fossiliferous 
for abt 1 ft abv bottom. 
75.1-79.1 Silt, gy-bn to tan, oxidized along joints; 
plant frag abnd. 
79.1-80.6 Clay, smo, lt gy, red-bn oxidized plant 
frag a.bnd. 
80.6-80.8 Lignite. 
80.8-87.3 Clay, silty, med bn to gy with orng bands; 
contains abnd fos shell frag and oxidized 
fos plant £rag; soma pur-bn carb shale seams 
included; selenite xls disseminated in the 
carb shales. 
87.3-88.3 Silt, lt bn, friable. 
88.3-88.5 Lignite, with silt ptng. 
• 
"i 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 11, Continued 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
27 4.0 88.5-92.5 Silt, clayey, lt bn with orng bands; SO'llle 
carb layers included. 
28 1.0 92.5-93.5 Glay, silty, gy; rusty orng oxidation along 
joints; gyp xls & white salts concentrated 
at contact with overlying silt to v fn sand 
unit. 
29 6.0 93.5-99.5 Silt, coarse, sandy, yel-buff; locally 
includes partly cmt zones containing yel 
& red-bn cone abt 1 to 2 inches in dia., 
30 11.0 99.5-110.5 Clay, silty, lt gy to buff; contains carb 
plant frsg and fos shells in lower 3 ft. 
31 3.0 110.5-113.5 Scoria, pink; overlain by thin weathered 
black lignite dust and ashes, 
32 10.5 113.5-124.0 Clay, silty, bn-gy, banded orng, highly 
oxidized; FeO cone abnd. 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 1911 
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SECTION: F,M.B. 12 BY: LeRoy A. H~ish 
DATE: 23 June 1975 LOCATION: NW SW NW Sec. 13, 
T. 144 N., R. 84 W. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 1770 
COUNTY: McLean, N.D. 
UNIT THICKNESS 
_N_O '.~ .. -"-INo:...;F:.:Ee.::E:::T_...;I:.:NT=E::.:RV.:.:AL=--~---"'-DE::cS:.:CR=I=-P=-TI~O=N O::,F...;D::.:EP=.:0::.S::.IT::.:S::._ ___ _ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
6.0 
3.0 
5.0 
1.5 
6.0 
2.5 
7.5 
2.0 
0.5 
2.0 
1.0 
2.8 
Sentinel Butte !!!!.· 
0-6.0 Clay, silty, med gy 'llith orng bands; some 
FeO cone present; oxidized plant frag abnd; 
fos shell frag & a 1-inch-thick lignite 
seam at top of unit. 
6.0-9.0 Clay, silty, bn-tan with orng FeO cone 
bands; some oxidized fos plant frag in-
eluded. 
9.0-14.0 Silt, coarse, gy-bn with orng bands; lat-
erally cmt wi CaC03 into sltst lenses; carb 
plant £rag abundant. 
14.0-15.5 Clay, carb, lignitic in part, pur-bn to 
gy-bn. 
15.5-21.5 Sand, v fn, silty; lt bn with some vague 
orng banding; some FeO cone abt the si~e of 
a hen's egg present, along with rusty-orng 
sltst layers. 
21.5-24.0 Clay, silty, lt gy with orng bands. 
24.0-31.5 Silt, clayey, somber gy-bn with orng FeO 
cone bands, lam; locally includes x-strsti-
fied lenses of buff CaC03 cmt sltst; plant 
frag included. 
31,5-33.5 Clay, silty, lt gy to tan-orng, lam; rusty-
bn fos plant £rag included, 
33.5-34.0 Lignite. 
34.0-36.0 Clay, somber gy-bn wi orng bands; oxidized 
fos plant £rag common. 
36.0-37.0 Silt, clayey, lt bn wi orng bands. 
37.0-39.8 Sand, fn to v fn, orng-bn, x-stratified; 
some rusty-orng spots & streaks included, 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 12, Continued 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DE.POSITS 
13 0.2 39.8-40.0 Lignite, black. 
14 3.0 40.0-43.0 Clay, lt gy to pur-bn, very abnd carb fos 
plant frag included. 
15 1.5 43.0-44.5 Lignite, black. 
16 1.0 44.5-45.5 Clay, med gy, foe plant frag common; pur-
bn and carb at top of unit. 
17 2.5 45.5-48.0 Silt, clayey, somber gy-bn with orng FeO 
cone bands. 
18 7.0 48.0-55.0 Sand, v fn, tan-bn with orng FeO cone bands, 
1am; some clayey silt layers included. 
19 1.5 55.0-56.5 Silt, med bn, becoming clayey silt in upper 
0.5 ft of unit. 
20 7.5 56.5-64.0 Clay, lt tan-gy, fissile, some red-bn oxida-
tion along joints; thin pur-bn carb clay at 
top of unit. 
21 7.0 64.0-71.0 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng FeO cone bands; 
fos plant frag included. 
22 1.8 71.0-72.8 Sand, v fn, silty, lt gy-bn with orng 
streaks; oxidized foa plant frag common. 
23 0.2 72.8-73.0 Lignite, black to rusty orng. 
24 8.0 73.0-81.0 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng bands; a 2-ft-
thick buff to orng zone of limestone lenses 
occurs discontinuously at top of unit. 
25 1.5 81.0-82.5 Silt, buff, lam; fos shell £rag included at 
top of unit. 
26 1.0 82.5-83.5 Sand, v fn, lt tan, laminated. 
27 1.5 83.5-85.0 Silt, lt bn, laminated. 
28 11. 0 85. 0-96. 0 Silt, clayey, to clay, silty, gy-bn; fos 
shell frag included abt 3 ft abv base of unit. 
29 2.0 96.0-98.0 Sand, v fn, silty, It bn. 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 12, Continued 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
-"'-----..:.:~="----'"====------" 
30 6.0 98.0-104.0 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng hands. 
31 2.0 104.0-106.0 Sand, v fn, silty, lt gy-bn, lam; orng & 
yel cone with dk gy centers nwnerous;•lig 
abt 0.5 inches thick at top of unit. 
32 3.0 106.0-109.0 Clay, lt gy, smo; becoming bn upward. 
33 2.0 109.0-111,0 Lignite, soot, ashes, and scoria; petri-
fied wood included locally. 
34 6.5 111.0-117.5 Clay, silty, gy-bn v.l. orng cone bands. 
35 19.5 117.5-137,0 Sand, v fn, silty, tan; weathers lt yel-
buff; locally cmt with CaC03 near base of 
unit; some FeO cone included. 
36 1.0 137.0-138.0 Clay, lt gy. 
37. 1.0 138.0-139.0 Lignite, soot, ashes, scoria. 
Surface deposits~ glacial drift, undif-
ferentiated 
38 21.0 139.0-160.0 Pebble-loam, sandy, buff. 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 1930 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 13 BY : LeRoy A. Hemish 
DATE: 23 June 1975 LOCATION: NW NE NE Sec. 14, 
T. 144 N., R4 84 W. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 1754 
COUNTY: McLean, N,D. 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Sentinel Butte!!'!· 
1 50.0 0-50,0 Covered interval (grassed over slope). 
2 3.0 50.0-53.0 Silt, clayey, banded lt bn & orng, lam; con-
tains unindurated red-bn & yel cone with 
gray nuclei. 
3 0.5 53.0-53.5 Clay, lt gy, smo; contains foe plant frag. 
4 0.3 53.5-53.8 Lignite. 
5 13.2 53.8-67.0 Clay, silty, to silt, clayey, gy-bn with 
orng bands, cone abnd; thin layers of carb 
lam silt included; gray in top half of unit. 
6 1.0 67.0-68.0 Sand, v fn, silty, tan-bn with orng clayey 
7 
8 
silt & silty clay bands, lam. 
2.5 68.0-70.5 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng bands, lam; 
orng cone abnd; numerous foe plant frag 
included. 
2.5 70.5-73.0 Silt, with v fn sand, gy-bn to bn, lam; 
fos plant frag abnd. 
9 0.3 73.0-73,3 Clay, gy; with abnd carb fos plant frag. 
10 0.7 73.3-74.0 Lignite. 
11 0.5 74.0-74.5 Clay, silty, lt gy to pur; partly carb, 
12 8.5 
with fos plant frag abnd; some gyp xls 
included. 
74.5-83.0 Sand, fn, gy-bn with orng FeO cone bands; 
thin clay beds & fos shell frag at top o~ 
unit. 
13 5.0 83.0-88.0 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng FeO cone 
bands. 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 13, Continued 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
14 
15 
16 
17 
5.0 
2.5 
2.5 
1.5 
88.0-93.0 Sand, v fn, silty; bn-tan with orng bands; 
locally includes small (5-ft-long & 1.5-ft-
thick), xlam, fn grd sandstone lenses. 
93.0-95.5 Clay, silty, lt bn with orng FeO cone bands. 
95,5-98.0 Sand, v fn, silty; mot gy-bn & orng, lam; 
contains gyp xls & orng & yel cone. 
98.0-99.5 Clay, bl-gy & orng-bn; contains sbnd plant 
frag; 1-inch-thick seam of lig at bottom.of 
unit. 
18 1.5 99.5-101.0 Clay, carb, pur-bn. 
19 2.0 101.0-103.0 Lignite, black, hard. 
20 7.5 103.0-110.5 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng cone bands; 
becoming finer grd upward. 
21 1.5 110.5-112,0 Clay, carb, dk gy to pur-bn; fos plant 
frag well preserved. 
22 1.0 112.0-113.0 Clay, silty, lt gy with orng streaks; thin 
rusty-bn csrb layer st top of unit; fos 
shell frag included, 
23 3.0 113.0-116.0 Clay, silty, med gy to tan; orng concretion-
a:ry layers included. 
24 4.0 116.0-120.0 Clay, olive-gy; weathers to v fn blocky 
£rag; rusty, csrb (1-inch-thick) seam at 
top of unit. 
25 4.5 120.0-124.5 Clay, med gy with orng cone bands; fos 
plant frag common. 
26 3.0 124.5-127.5 Silt, to v fn sand, med bn, v well srt. 
27 1.0 127.5-128.5 Silt, clayey, buff wi orng mottling. 
28 1,0 128.5-129.5 Clay, gy-bn, silty; fos plant frag common. 
29 0,5 129.5-130.0 Lignite. 
30 13.0 130,0-143.0 Sand, v fn, silty; cmt zone at 142-143 ft; 
weathers yel-buff; gyp xls at bottom of unit. 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 13, Continued 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSI_T~S~~-~~-
31 3.0 143.0-146.0 Silt, clayey, buff with orng FeO cone bands; 
lignitic clay at top of unit. 
32 1.2 146.0-147.2 Sand, v fn, silty, buff, well srt. 
33 0.1 147.2-147.3 Lignite. 
34 5.0 147.3-152.3 Silt, gn-gy. 
35 0.7 152.3-153.0 Clay, med-gy to gy-bn, carb, 
36 1.5 153.0-154.5 Lignite, crumbly, soot, and white ashes: 
mixed with red-orng scoria clinkers. 
Surface deposits and glacial drift, undif-
ferentiated 
---
37 8.5 154.5-163.0 Pebble-loam, buff, sandy. (Grassed over at 
top of butte) • 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 1917 
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SECTION: F,M.R. 14 BY: LeRoy A. Hemish 
DATE: 24 June 1975 LOCATION: NW NW SE Sec. 11, 
T. 144 N., R. 84 W. 
ELEVATION AT RASE OF SECTION: 1780 
COUNTY: McLean, N.D, 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
2.0 
0.5 
1.0 
0.5 
7.5 
2.5 
2.5 
5.5 
1.5 
1.0 
3.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
Sentinel Butte E'.:::• 
0-2.0 Sand, v fn, silty, fining upwards, lt bn-gy 
with orng cone bands. 
2.0-2.5 Silt, tan-bn, friable; orng & yel unindu-
rated cone zone at top of unit. 
2.5-3.5 Clay, med gy with white flecks; sticky when 
wet. 
3.5-4,0 Lignite, black, hard. 
4.0-11.5 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng cone bands. 
11.5-14.0 Clay, med gy, sticky when wet; pur-bn carb 
clay & lig abt 3 inches thick at top of 
unit. 
14.0-16.5 Clay, silty, 9om.ber gy-bn with orng FeO 
cone bands. 
16.5-22.0 Sand, v fn, silty, tan-bn with orng bands; 
contains thin lenses of carb silt; concre-
tionary. 
22.0-23.5 Clay, lt gy, smo; stickY when wet. 
23.5-24.5 Lignite, with carb clay ptng. 
24.5-27.5 Clay, med gy-bn with orng bands; concre-
tionary; contains numerous foe plant frag. 
27.5-28.5 Silt, clayey, lt tan-bn; laterally changing 
to CaC03 cmt siltstone lenses. 
28.5-29,5 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng cone bands; 
foe plant frag common. 
29.5-30.5 Silt, lt tan, laminated. 
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SECTION: F.M.E, 14, Continued 
UNIT THICKNESS 
..::,NO::..•:......-=IN::....:Fc,:E:,,:ET;:....._,::INT=-:E::cR::V::AL::_ __ ...:DESCRlPTION OF DEPOSITS 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
' 
3.0 
0.5 
1.0 
5.8 
2.2 
0.5 
0.5 
4.0 
0.5 
7.5 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
2.0 
5.0 
30.5-33.5 Clay, silty, somber gy-bn with orng FeO 
cone bands; carb plant fos abundant; 1-
inch-thick lignitic carb clay at top of 
unit. 
33.5-34.0 Clay, lt gy; contains oxidized plant frag 
and v thin pur carb clay layer, 
34.0-35.0 Silt, clayey, lt bn with orng bands, 
35.0-40.8 Sand, v fn, tan with orng bands, concre-
tionary, fining upwards. 
40.8-43.0 Silt, clayey, gy-bn with orng bands. 
43.0-43.5 Lignite. 
43.5-44.0 Clay, lt gy; contains abnd fos plant frag. 
44.0-48.0 ].ignite; some carb clay included. 
48.0-48.5 Clay, lt gy; with gyp xls and orng & yel 
concretions at contact with underlying 
lignite. 
48.5-56.0 Silt, clayey; 1ntbd with lam coarse silt; 
unit is gy-bn overall with orng FeO cone 
bands; some pur-bn carb layers included. 
56.0-59.0 Clay, tan to med gy; abt 1.5 ft of pur-bn 
carb clay in upper part of unit. 
59.0-63.0 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng FeO cone bands. 
63.0-68.0 Sand, v fn, silty, tan-bn with orng bands, 
laminated, concretionary. 
68.0-70.0 Clay, yel-gy (dry), olive-gy (wet); weathers 
to v small blocky fragments; contains FeO 
streak.a and bl-bk. Mn02 stains; v thin carb 
layer at top of unit. 
70.0-75.0 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng FeO cone bands; 
fos plant frag abnd. 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 14, Continued 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
1.0 
1.5 
.2. 0 
a.o 
4.0 
------
7S.0-76.0 Clay, lt gy; abnd plant frag included. 
76.0-77.S Lignite, black, with 3-inch-thick clay 
ptng near top of unit; carb clay & gyp 
xls included at top. 
77.5-79.5 Silt, clayey, gy-bn \Ji.th orng bands, 
79.5-87.5 Sand, v fn, silty, well srt, lam, lt gy-
tan; weathers lt yel-buff. 
87.5-91.5 Clay, lt tan-gy; oxidi2ed fos plant frag 
common. 
35 1.0 91.5-9.2.5 Clay, carbonaceous, choc-bn. 
36 9.0 9.2.5-101.5 Lignite, black. 
37 4.0 101.5-105.5 Clay, silty, gy-bn; some gyp xls & FeO 
cone included. 
38 0.3 105.5-105.8 Lignite, 
39 1.2 105.8-107.0 Clay, med gy, carb foa plant frag abnd. 
40 3.0 107.0-110.0 Clay, carb, pur-bn, lignitic in part. 
41 1.5 110.0-111.5 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng cone bands, 
42 5.5 111.5-117.0 Sand, v fn, yel-bn with orng bands; 
locally cemented; FeO cone abnd. 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 1897 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 15 
LOCATION: NE NW SE Sec. 11, 
T. 144 N., R. 84 W. 
BY: LeRoy A. Hemish 
DATE: Z4 June 1975 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 1897 
COUNTY: McLean, N.D. 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO.;;.•;___::I:N:-:F:..:E:::E:.::T~_,Ia.:NT=ER::::V"'AL;=.. ____ .;;cDcc.ESc..CR=I"-l'"'-T.c.IOccN~O"'-F-D_El'~OSITS ----~---
1 13.0 
Sentinel Butte f.!!!.• 
0-13.0 Clay, silty, somber gy-bn with orng FeO 
cone bands; petrified tree stump abt 3 
ft in dia noted in situ abt 5 ft abv 
bottom of unit. 
2 3.5 13.0-16.5 Clay, lt gy with brownish tinge, smo; some 
carb fos plant frag included. 
3 1.5 16.5-18.0 Lignite, black; (springs issue from this bed, 
supporting thick vegetative growth at the 
seep line). 
4 3.5 18.0-21.5 Clay, lt bn-gy, smo; carb fos plant frsg 
included. 
5 0.5 21.5-22.0 Lignite, black, 
6 2.0 22.0-24.0 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng FeO cone bands. 
7 2.0 24.0-26.0 Silt, clayey, gy-bn With orng FeO cone 
bands. 
8 2.0 26.0-28.0 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng FeO cone bands, 
9 1.0 28.0-29.0 Silt, clayey, gy-bn with orng FeO cone 
bands. 
10 2.0 29.0-31.0 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng FeO cone bands. 
11 2.0 31.0-33.0 Silt, clayey, tan-bn with orng FeO cone 
bands. 
12 1.0 33,0-34.0 Sand, v fn, silty, gy-bn with orng hands, 
lam; contains carb fos plant frag & round 
orng & yel FeO cone. 
13 1.0 34.0-35.0 Clay, silty, gy-bn to lt gy; contains orng 
& yel FeO cone; gypsiferous. 
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SECTION: F.M.B. 15, Continued 
UNIT THICKNESS 
NO. IN FEET INTERVAL DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
0.8 
2.2 
3.0 
1.0 
2.0 
11.0 
4.0 
35.0-35,8 Shale, carb, choc-bn. 
35.8-38.0 Clay, gy, smo; contains abnd carb fos plant 
frag. 
38.0-41.0 Lignite, black, med hd (outcrops in road 
cut on west side of curve as road descends 
to the badlands from the north entrance), 
41.0-42.0 Clay, carb, choc-bn. 
42.0-44.0 Clay, med gy, smo. 
44,0-55.0 Clay, silty, gy-bn with orng FeO cone 
bands; some carh fos plant frag included, 
Surface deposits and glacial drift, undif-
ferentiated 
55;0-59.0 Pebble-loam, buff, oxidized. 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 1956 
APPENDIX B 
llOREllOLE LOGS 
Explanations of the data headings used are given below. 
Lithologic symbols are included on the follow.1.ng page. For an 
explanation of abbreviations used see Appendix A, page 54, 
Boreholes are listed in numerical order, 
UW (followed by a number) = borehole number designated 
by North American Coal Corp. 
LOCATION = deleted by request of the 
North American Coal Corp. 
ELEVATION = vertical distance in feet 
above mean sea level. 
DEPTH = vertical distance in feet from 
ground surface to bottom of hole. 
DATE DRILLED = month and year when hole was 
drilled. 
G.R. = Gamma ray curve. 
DENS. = Gamma-gamma density curve. 
S.P. = Spontaneous potential curve. 
RES. = Resistivity curve. 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS = Intervals in feet below ground 
level in the left column, and 
lithologic description of 
samples in the right column. 
O O •• • 
•••• '!" 
. ·~· .. 
~ 
ffl 
Efil 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
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LITHOLOGIC SYM30LS 
Pebble-loam 
Gravel 
Sandstone 
Sand 
Silty sand 
Sandy silt 
Siltstone 
Silt 
Cla.vey silt 
Silty clay 
Clay 
Carbonaceous clay 
Carbonaceous shale 
Lignite 
Clinker ("scoria") 
Lim.est one 
Concretions, nodules 
~reg.:,,fossils 
99 
LW 9 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATJON: 2010 
150 
DATO: DRILLED: August 1971 
DEPTH: 100 
DESCRIPTION C~ Ds:!'CSITS 
Sentinel Butte !!1• 
0-7 Sand 
7-26 Clay 
26-27 Coal (lignite) 
27-45 Clay, gy 
45-52 Coal (lignite) 
52-73 Clay, gy 
73-75 Coal (lignite) 
75-100 Clay 
100 
uw 55 
LOCATION: DATE DRILLED: November 1971 
ELEVKTION: 2015 DEPTH: 150 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
\/ Glacial drii't > /\ . .,: 
\_/ 0-104 Clay, sandy, blue 
';; /\. 
\_/ Sentinel Butte .E!!l• 
/\_ 104-107 Coal (lignite) 
'\_/ 107-111~ Clay, gy (> 114-117 Coal (lignite) 117-112 Clay, sandy, gy 
/". 50 112-116 Coal (lignite) 
" 
136-150 Sand, gy 
/ 
"./ 
/'\_ 
"./ 
/". 
" / 
"-./ 100 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 1H9Q 
·.· .. ·. 
.. : .. 
. . .. 
::> 
: .. ':: 
. : .. 
50 
100 
150 
101 
uw 212 
0-12 
12-37 
17-150 
DATE DRILL."D: September 1972 
DEPTH: 150 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Glacial drift and other 
deposits, undifferentiated 
Sand & gravel 
Clay 
Sand 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2005 
'\./ 
/'\.,_ 
'\./ 
/'\. 
'\./ 
'\. 
'.,,./ 
/'\. 
"'-/ 50 
'\. 
'\./ 
/ 
'\./ 
'\. 
'\.,_/ 
/ 
'\./ 
' 00 
'.,/ 
'\. 
'\./ 
" 2)._,t. 
102 
uw 241 
DATE DR!TTFD: September 1972 
DE?TH: 150 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOS ms 
Glacial drift and other 
deposits, undifferentiated 
0-150 3rown clay, underlain by 
sand 
LOC f<'l'1 ON: 
BLEVATION: 19)4 
103 
li./."l'E flliJLLED: ,lul.v i•r;1, 
DE.TT!!: 180 
Glacial drift 
0-2 Pebble-loam, gravelly, 
buff 
2.:.13 
13-18 
18-22 
22-25 
25-JO 
J0-35 
35-38 
38-39 
39-54 
51,_57 
57-70 
70-7? 
77-80 
80-02 
92-94.5 
94.5-100 
100-101 
101-110 
110-120 
120-128 
128-129 
129-131 
131-134 
114-135 
135-11;5 
145-1.51 
151-160 
lb0-177 
177-180 
Sentinel 9utte Fm. 
Clay, silty, buff & orng 
Ll.gr.1 te 
Clay, gy 
Lignite 
Clay, silty, dk to lt gy 
Silt, clayey, v fn, lt gy 
Silt, lt gy 
Lignite 
Clay, silty, dk to lt gs 
Lignite 
Clay, silty, lt gy, fos 
shell zone at 64 ft' 
Silt, clayey, lt gy 
Clay, lt gy, smooth 
Clay, silty, lt gy 
Limestone, dk gy, hard 
Silt, cl~yey, gn-gy 
Clay, carb, bn-gy 
Clay, silty, lt gy; intbd 
within layers of sltst 
Cl1y, lt gy, smooth; tan 
sltst layer included 
Clay, silty, 1t to dk gy 
Lignite 
Silt, c lay-9y, 1 t p::y 
Limestone, silty, gy, hd 
Clay, silty, lt gy 
3ilt, clayey, 1~ gy 
Sand, v fn, silty, lt ~y 
Tongue River Fm. 
:.i f2'ni te, hard 
Gl,;y, silty, 1t gy; 
int'x! tan sltst lav~rs 
from 170 to 175 rt" 
Clay, dk gy 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: ?004 
95 
104 
uw 349 
DATE DRILLED: July 1974 
DEPTH: 260 
:JESCRI?':'ION CF DEPOSITS 
Glacial drift 
0-5 Pebble-loam, buff, pbls 
rare 
Sentinel Miz 
5-16 Clay, silty, n:ot buff & 
orne;; becoming ":Y with 
depth 
16-17 Lignite, soft, bn 
17-20 Clay, slightly silty, 
gn-gy 
20-22 Lignite 
22-30 Clay, silty & silt, ef.Yt 
intbd 
'30-36 Silt, lt gy 
36-37 Clay, tan 
'J7-"l9 Lignite 
19-40 Clay, silty, gy 
40-55 Silt, lt gy, wl. salt & 
pepper sltst from 1.+2 to 
1,4 ft 
5'i-65 Sand, y f'n, silty, lt 6J 
65-72 Si.lt, clayey, lt gy 
72-RO Lignite 
R0-82 Cl.av, lt gy-tan 
'l?-R4 Lignite 
84-99 Clay, silty, gy 
9"l-100 Li~nite 
100-109 Cla~'"', silty, med r,;y 
100-109.5 Li!"nite 
109. 5-110 Clay, dk gy 
110-116 Silt, clav-ey 
116-119 Lignite 
119-120 Clay, silty, gy 
120-140 Clay & silt, gy, intbd; 
fos shell zone at 13J ft 
140-156 Silt, clayey, gy 
156-157 Li;;nite 
157-170 Silt, mod f'Y 
170-175 Clay & silt, med gy, 
intbd 
. 
LOC.<TION: 
P.LEVATION: 2'llll, 
50 
JOO 
350 
105 
U\f 1lJ.9, Conti nuad 
175-177 
177-179 
179-182 
182-189 
189-190 
190-195 
205-217 
217-229 
229-230 
2}0-245 
245-252 
252-253 
253-257 
257-260 
DATE DRILLED: July 1971} 
DEPT9: 260 
DESCRI?TICN C~ DEP03IT~ 
Clay, silty, med gy 
Limestone, dk !sf, hard 
Clay, silty, med gy 
Sand, v fn, silty, gy 
Shale, carb, dk gy 
Silt & clay, gy, wi 
some shaley layers 
Silt & clay, lt gy, 
intbd 
Tongue Ri var fu. .. 
Clay, silty, lt rr;y 
Lignite, hard, wi clay 
ptng from 220 to 222 ft 
Clay, dk gy 
Silt & silty clay, gy, 
intbd; scme carb mater-
ial included; fos shell 
z.cne at 240 ft 
Clay, silty, lt gy; 
carb zone at 250 ft 
Clay, tan to lt' orng 
Clay, shaley, carb 
Clay, silty, med gy 
LOCIITION: 
"'.LEVATION: 1 'l90 
106 
uW 350 
DATE DRILLED: July 1974 
DEPT!!: 260 
DESCRI:'TTON O:i' :)EPC3ITS 
Glacial 9..!:if1 
0-t 5 "ebb le-loam, buff, 
rravelly from 10 to 15 
ft 
15-24 
24-JJ 
1'3-14 
J4-J5 
'35-45 
45-57 
57-87 
S7-'l7-
97-100 
100-103 
10'3-105 
tn5-110 
110-11.5 
115-115. 5 
115, 5-116 
116-128 
128-1 '3'3 
1 T3-l 'J4 
1'34-137 
1 '37-157 
157-167 
167-167,5 
167.5-179 
179-180 
18 0-1 "fl 
lfl8-195 
Sentinel Butte "'m. 
Clay, silty, bn-gy to 
yel-br. 
Silt, clayey, yel-br:, 
mot orng, concretionary 
Clav, silty, f?Y 
Lignite 
Clay, silty, gy, wi 
thin lignite seam from 
42 to 4?.5 ft 
Silt, lt gy 
Sand, v fn, lt gy; some 
thin dk gy clay beds 
included 
Lignite 
Clay, bn-gy 
Lignite 
Clay, silty, f[':f 
Silt, clayey, gy 
Clay, silty, gy 
Lignite 
Clav, dk f!Y 
Silt, lt gy 
Clav, silty, lt gy 
Clay, carb 
Lignite 
Clav, silty, P:7/, wi :'os 
shell zone at -11,6 ft 
Sand, v fn. silty, lt gy 
Limestone, dk e;:;, h~~d 
Silt, lt gy; becomir:~ 
clayey with depth 
Ligr.i te 
Clay, silty, ;,:v 
Sand 7 v fn, silty, 1~. n· 
with black lam 
LOCAT10N: 
JOO 
350 
107 
U'~ 350, Continued 
195-201 
201-204 
204-214 
214-220 
220-221 
221-231 
231-239 
239-242 
242-260 
DATE DRILLED: July 1974 
DEPTH: 260 
DE$CRI"TIC'l CF DErc:;rr:; 
Clay, slightly silty, 
lt gy 
Limestone, dk gy, hard 
Clay, silty, lt gy 
Silt, lt gy 
Tongue River Fm. 
Clay, tan, ha rd 
Lignite, hard 
Clay, bn-gy to lt gy, 
smooth; some carb mater-
ial included 
Sand, v fn, gy 
Clay, lt gy, smooth 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 198'.l 
........ 
. .. , ... 
:t{f 
~·((,.): 
50 
108 
uw 152 
DATE DRILLED: July 1974 
DEPTH: 260 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Glacial drift 
0-20 Pebble-loam, buff; 
gravelly zone at 6 ft 
20-22 
22-'30 
J0-40 
40-41 
41-45 
45-59.5 
59,5-60 
60-78 
7?-80,5 
80,5-85 
85-91 
91-102 
102-10'.l 
101-110 
110-114 
114-120 
120-121 
121-122 
122-135 
1'35-1'36 
116-160 
160-162 
162-166 
166-180 
180-1R5 
185-195 
Septinel Butte fi!l. 
Lignite, soft 
Silt, clayey, tan 
Clay, silty, lt gy wi 
tan streaks; hard layer 
of tan sltst at 37 ft 
Limestone, dk gy, hard 
Cla.v, silty, lt gy 
Silt, clayey, med gy 
Siltstone, tan 
Sand, v fn, silty, gy 
Clay, silty, tan-gy to 
:on-gy 
-Li,;:ni te 
Silt, clayey, gy 
Clay, r;:r, smooth 
Lirni te 
Clay, silty, bl-gy 
San~stone, gy, s~!t & 
pepper, with friable 
zone from 111-llJ tt 
Clav, silty, gy 
Clay, bn-gy 
Li~nite 
3ilt, clayey, gy 
Lignit<> 
Cla".', slightly silty, 
bl-gn 
Clay, bn-gy 
Lignite 
Clay, sliehtly silty, 
fos shell zone at 173 ft 
Silt, sandy, lt g'J 
Silt, clayey, lt gy, 
fos shell zone from 
190 to 195 ft 
ELEV !\TICN: f9R3 
200 
250 
300 
350 
109 
U\'l 352, Continued 
195-206 
206-207 
207-223 
223-2?4 
224-242 
242-243 
243-245 
245-246 
246-256 
256-260 
DATE DRILLED: July 1 '774 
DEPTH: 260 
DESCRIPl'ION OF DE:'C"3J:'3 
Silt, slightly clayey, g;,-
Lie:nite 
Clay, silty, gy 
Limestone, dk gy, hard 
Clay, silty, gy, & sand, 
gy 
Li~estone, dk gy, hard 
Sand, coarse, gy 
Ton~ue River Fm. 
Cla.v, lt gy 
Lignite, hard 
Clay, hn-gy to lt gy 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 1951 
110 
uw )75 
DATE DRILLED: July 1974 
DEr'TH: t60 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Glacial drift 
0-)5 Pebble-loam, buff 
35-42 Pebble-loam, gy 
42-45 
45-46 
46-50.5 
---~~50.5-54 
54-58 
sB-60 
60-65 
65-68 
68-74 
74-78 
78-8) 
8)-86 
86-89.5 
89,5-91 
91-96 
---96-99 
99-101 
101-101+ 
104-111 
146-147 
147-151 
151-160 
Sentinel Butte fa. 
Clay, silty, bl-gy, 
many scoria frag 
Clay 
Scoria 
Lignite, wi clay ptng 
·at 52 ft 
Clay, bl-gy 
Silt, clayey, gy 
Sand, v fn · 
,Sand, v fn, silty 
Sand, v fn 
Sand, v fn, silty 
Sand, v fn 
Shale, carb 
Sand, v fn 
Shale, carb 
Sand, v fn, g,y 
Shale, carb, within 
lignite seam at top 
Limestone 
Clay, dk bn 
Sand, v fn, silty, wi 
clay layer at 107 ft 
Sandstone 
Sand, v fn, silty, gy, 
wi fos shell frag 
Sand, fn, gy 
Sand, v fn, silty, gy, 
wi fos shells at 146 ft 
Tongue River FT.. 
Clay 
Lignite, hard 
Clay, silty, bn-gy, & 
sand, v fn, silty, gy, 
wi fos shell frag 
LOCATION: 
EI,EVATION: 1995 
G.R. RES .. 
111 
u,.; 392 
DATE DRILLED: July 1974 
DEPTH: 2J9 
DESCRI?TION OF EPCSITS 
Glacial drift 
0-JO Pebble-loam, buff, some 
gravel, FeO stains 
J0-109 Pebble-loam, gy 
109-11~ Gravel, poorly sorted, 
becoming clayey downward 
118-127 Pebble-loam, gy, very 
pebbly 
127-145 Pebble-loam, buff 
Sentinel Butte fm. 
145-147.5 Clinker (scoria) 
147.5-150 Lignite, soft 
150-155 Silt, gy 
155-157 'Clay, gy 
. 157-159 Silt, gy 
159-16) Silt, slightly sdy, gy 
163-172 Clay, silty, gy 
172-173.5 Lignite 
173,5-175 Clay, silty, f!.Y 
175-176 Li~nite 
c:---176-t78 Clay, gy 
-
--===;;;;:-'-:;;::==--..:S 78-191 Silt, gy 191-192 Lignite 
192-194 Clay, silty, gy 
LOCATION: 
Z!SVATTO!i: 1995 
250 
JOO 
350 
112 
UW ')92, Gonl.inund 
DATE DRILLED: July 1971+ 
DEPTH: 239 
9ESCRIPTTON OF DEPOSITS 
194-199 Silt, slightly sandy, gy 
Tongue River fm, 
199-200 
200-204 
204-206 
206-208 
208-211 
211-219 
219-230 
230-239 
Clay, silty, gy 
Lignite 
Clay, silty, gy 
Silt, slightly sandy 
Clay, silty, gy 
Lignite, wi clay ptngs 
at 215 ft & 217 ft 
Clay, silty, gy 
Sand, v fn, & silt, 
clayey, gy, some fos 
shells included 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2049 
G .. R. 
113 
UW 394 
RES, 
DA'l'E DRILLEI;: July 1974 
DEPTH: 180 
DF.SCRTP·rION OF DEPOSITS 
Glacial drift 
0-5 Pebble-loam, silty, buff 
5-10 Gravel 
10-15 Pebble-loam, silty, 
pebbly, buff 
15-40 Pebble-loam, tan-gy, be-
coming gy wi depth 
40-60 Pebble-loam, med gy, 
pbls less numerous, lig 
frag common 
60-95 Pebble-loam, tan-gy to 
olive-gy, numerous 
gravelly zones included 
95-100 Gravel 
100-111+ Pebble- loam, tan-icY to 
med r,y, abundant lig 
fr.1g, gr!lvelly 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
114-122,5 Lignite 
122,5-128 Clay, silty 
128-1:)8 Silt, gy 
1:)8-142 Lignite· 
142-143 Clay, bl-gy 
143-147 Sand, v fn, silty, lt gy 
F,7-152 Silt, clayey, gy 
~~~~~152-156 Sand, v fn, lt gy 
156-157 Clay, med gy 
157-158 Lignite 
158-160 Clay, smooth, med gy 
160-164 Lignite 
164-165 Clay, gy 
165-180 Clay, silty, lt gy 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2045 
114 
uw 395 
RES. 
DATE DRILLED: July 1974 
DEPTH: 175 
DESCRIPTION CF DE?05IT3 
Glacial~ 
0-18 Pebble-loam, buff, wi 
gravel zone at 4 ft 
18-26 Pebble-loam, gy 
26-40 Gravel, poorly sorted, 
fining upward; 4 ft 
thick cmt zone at base 
40-50 
~0-.52 
.52-57-5 
.57 .5-;i9 
59-bJ 
6J-64 
64-70 
70-75 
75-80 
80-90 
90-98 
98-99 
99-101 
101-129 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
Clay, silty, gy 
Lignite 
Glay, silty, dk gy 
Lignite 
Clay, silty, dk gy 
Lignite 
Silt, clayey, lt gy 
Silt, lt gy 
Clay,, silty, med gy 
Silt & cley, lt gy, 
intbd, within dk gy 
limestone at 86 ft 
Sand, v fn, silty, lt gy 
Lignite 
Clay, dk gy 
Clay, slightly silty, 
med gy 
--129-139 
139-152 
1.52-156.5 
156.5-160 
160-164 
Lignite, wi clay ptng 
at 1)4 ft 
Clay, silty, med gy 
Lignite 
Clay & silt, gy, intbd 
Sand, v fn, silty, gy 
Clay, silty, med gy 
Sand, v fn, silty, gy, 
wi fos shell fr~g 
164-170 
170-175 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2052 
·-·.,_,t :•>>:· 
115 
uw 396 
RES. 
DATE DRILLED: July 1974 
DEPTH: 179 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Glacial di,i ft 
0-7 Pebble-loam, buff, FeO 
stained 
7-21 
21-24 
24-31 
31-33 
3)-35 
35-50 
50-5'3 
53-55 
55-60 
60-65 
65-67 
67-71 
71-73 
73-75 
?5-80 
80-85 
85-87 
87-95 
95-99 
99-128 
128-1)2 
132-135 
135-151 
151-155 
155-157 
157-159 
159-165.5 
165, 5-167 
167-170 
170-171,5 
171,5-179 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
Silt, clayey, buff-
white 
Lignite, soft 
Clay, silty, mot dk gy 
& bn 
Lignite 
Clay, gy-bn, slty 
Silt, clayey, gy 
Clay, silty, gy; hd tan 
clay layei, at 52 ft 
Silt, gy 
Sand, v fn, slty, gy 
snt, clayey, gy 
Silt, gy 
Sand, v fn, slty, gy 
Lignite 
Clay, slty, bn 
Clay, slty, gy 
Silt, clayey, gy 
Clay, gy 
Lignite 
Clay, slty, gy 
Sand, v fn, slty, gy 
Lignite 
Clay, slty, mot dk gy 
& bn 
Sand, v fn, gy 
Clay, slty, lt gy 
Silt, med gy 
Clay, slty, gy 
Silt, med gy 
Lignite 
Silt, clayey, gy 
Silt, gy 
Clay, slty, lt gy 
116 
uw 397 
LOCATION: DATE DRILLED: July 1974 
ELEVATION: 2082 DEPTH: 195 
RES. DESCRIPTION OF D'i:P0.3ITS 
Glacial drift 
0-38 Pebble-loam, sandy, buff, 
FeO stained 
:38-45 Gravel, clayey 
45-50 Pebble-loam, gy 
Sentinel Butte fm.. 
50-51 Clay, silty, bn 
51-55 Lignite, soft 
55-57 Clay, silty, bn 
57-62 Clay, silty, gy 
62-65 Sand, v fn, silty, gy 
65-70 Clay, silty, gy 
70-73 Sand, v fn, silty, gy 
7:3-74.5 Sandstone 
74. 5-8:3 Clay, silty, gy 
83-88 Sand, v fn, gy 
8C:.-1 :36 Silt, clayey, gy 
1)6-140 Clay, gy 
140-150 Lignite 
150-155 Clay, silty, gy 
155-159 Lignite 
159-160 Clay 
160-164 Silt, clayey, gy 
164-167 Silt, gy 
167-170 Silt, clayey, gy 
170-175 s~nd, v fn, silty, gy 
175-186 Sand, V fn, gy 
186-187 Clav, silty, gy 
187-193 Sand, V fn, gy 
193-195 Clay, silty, gy 
LOCATJO!';: 
ELEVATION: 2032 
G. R.. 
117 
RES. 
0-21 
21-80 
i:0-142 
142-160 
160-168 
168-179 
179-180 
180-182 
182-190 
190-195 
DATE nRJLLE:l: July 1974 
DEPTH: 250 
DESCRIPTION CF DE'POsI;s 
Glacial drift 
Pebble-loam, buff 
Pebble-loam, gy 
Gravel, sbang to sbrd, 
ign, meta, & sed pbls, 
lig frag common 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
Sand, yel 
Sand, v fn, silty 
Clay, silty, f!;;f 
Lignite 
Clay, silty, gy 
Lignite 
Clay, silty, f!;;f 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 20J2 
200 
250 
JOO 
118 
UW J99, Continued 
DATE DRILLED: July 1974 
DEPTH: 250 
DESCRIPTION O.!" DEPC3ITS 
195-202 Sand, v fn, silty, gy 
202-204 Limestone, dk gy, hard 
204-218 Sand, v fn, silty 
Tongue River Em.• 
218-219 Clay, silty, gy 
219-22'.i Lignite, with thin clay 
ptng 
225-2JO Clay, silty, gy 
2J0-2JJ Sand, v fn, with intbd 
silt & silty clay 
2JJ-2J7 Lignite 
2}7-250 Silt, & silty clay, gy 
119 
ITW 1/00 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2100 
RES, 
100 
·-· 
--
C-7 
7-11 
11-15 
15-40 
40-48 
48-49 
49-80 
80-85 
85-'101 
101-105 
105-107 
107-110 
110-112 
112-123 
121-125 
125-131,5 
131,5-!TJ 
131-135 
135-138 
118-145 
145-155 
155-156 
156-159 
159-164 
164-169 
169-170 
170-171 
171-175 
175-177 
177-179 
179-195 
De."PTH: 195 
DSSCRT!'TION OF DEPOSITS 
Glacial dri "t 
Pebble-loam, buff 
Lignite, soft, c!"Umbly 
Silt, clayey, rusty-bn 
Sand, fn to v fn, buff, 
wi clayey silt layers at 
20 ft & 23 ft 
Silt, clayey, buff 
Sand, fn, buff 
Silt, clayey, gy 
Sand, v fn, silty, gy 
Silt, clayey, "'.Y 
Pebble-loam, gy 
Sentinel Butte F'M. 
Ll.gni te, crumbly 
Clay, silty, gy 
Silt, clayey, gy 
Silt, gy 
Clay, silty, gy 
Sand, v fn, gy 
Lignite 
Cl'<Y, gy 
Silt, clayey, gy 
Silt, gy 
Lignite 
Clay, bn 
Cla~r, p:y 
Cl-:iy, silty, ;rv 
Lignite 
Clay, tn 
Silt, clayey, gy 
Silt, gy 
Silt, clayey, gy 
Silt, gy 
S".'if".d, gy 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2017 
120 
u'W 1.05 
RES. 
DATE DRILLED: July 1974 
DEPTH: 213 
DESCRIPTION Ci" DEPCSITS 
Glacial s!!:ifi 
0-15 Pebble-loam, sandy, buff 
wi orng FeO mot 
Sentinel Butte fm., 
15-17 Sandstone, v fn grd, 
tan-gy, calc cmt 
17-90 Sand, v fn to fn, buff, 
--~~~ fos shell zone at 66 ft 
90-98 Silt, clayey, mot buff, 
orng & gy, concretionary 
98-123 Sand, v fn to fn 
123-126 Clay, silty, lt gy 
126-128.5 Lignite 
128,5-135 Clay, silty, lt gy 
1J5-1J8 Lignite 
1J8-149 Silt & clay, med gy 
149-160 Sand, v fn, & silt, med 
gy, wi clay layer at 
154 ft 
160-162 Clay, silty 
162-168 Lignite 
68-169.5 Clay, med gy 
169.5-171 Sand, silty 
171-176 Silt & silty clay, lt gy 
176-177 Sand, silty 
177-178 Clay, carb, dk bn 
178-180 Lignite 
180-193 Sand, v fn, & silt, med 
,sY; clay layer at 187 ft 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2037· 
250 
'300 
350 
121 
Ut!l 405, Continued 
193-198 
198-205 
205-211 
211-213 
DATE DRILLED: July 1974 
DEPTH: 213 
DESCR PT ON OF EPOS TS 
Tongue River Fm. 
Clay, silty, lt gy, fas 
shell zone at 195 ft 
Lignite, within clay 
ptng at 200 ft 
Silt, clayey, med gy 
Sand, v fn, silty 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2019 
50 
100 
122 
UW 407 
RES. 
DATE DRIL1..ED: July 1974 
DE?TE: 138 
DESC:!UPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Glacial drift 
0-36 Pebble-loam, buff, mot gy 
Sen tine 1 But t.e Fm. 
J6-J9 
39-46 
46-118 
1,8-54.5 
54.5-68 
68-72 
72-82 
82-90 
90-98 
98-99 
99-101 
Slay, silty, gn-gy 
Silt, lt gy 
Clay, silty, lt gy 
Lignite 
Silt, clayey, gy 
Sand, v fn, silty, gy 
Sand, fn, gy, wi cmt 
silt layer at 81 ft 
Clay, silty, lt gy 
Silt, clayey, gy 
Limestone 
---~-106 
Silt, clayey, gy 
Lignite 
106-107 
107-111 
111-127 
127-130 
1 J0-131 
131-138 
Clay, bn 
Silt, gy 
Sand, v fn, silty, gy 
Silt, clayey, gy 
Lignite 
Sand, v fn, silty, gy 
123 
UW 50'3 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 1956 
100 
150 
DATE DRILLED: June 1974 
DEPTH: 80 
rESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Surface deposits and 
rlacial drift, !:!!l.-
differentiated 
0-2 Silt & clay, dk bn 
2-7 Gravel, coarse sard to 
pbls 
7-10 Pebhle-loam, sdy, buff 
Septinel Butte Fm. 
10-17 Clay, silty, yel-bn, 
concretionary 
17-20 Silt, clayey, concret-
ionary 
20-25 Clay, silty 
25-26 Clay, dk gy 
26-32 Lignite 
32-31 Clay, gy-bn 
3'3-'37 Lignite 
37-38 Clay, gy-bn 
18-45 Silt, clayey, gy 
45-52 Silt, bl-gy 
52-55 Silt, clayey, bl-gy 
55-57 Clay, silty, dk gy 
57-60 Lignite 
60-62 Clay, slightly silty, 
lt gy 
62-64 Sand, silty, gy 
64-65 Silt, clayey, gy 
65-67 Sand, silty, gy 
67-69 Clay, silty, gy 
69-74.5 Sand 
74.5-77 Clay, silty 
77-80 Sand 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 1965 
-·-
150 
, 
124 
UW 505 
DATE DRILLED: June 1974 
DEPTH: 120 
DESCRIPTION CF DEPOSITS 
Sur.face deposits and 
glacial dri.ft, J:m.-
dif.ferentiated 
0-2 Silt & clay, dk bn 
2-18 Pebble-loam, lt bn 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
18-28 Lignite, soft, wi clay 
ptng at 23 ft 
28-31 Clay, gy-bn 
31-35 Cl!ty, silty, lt g'J 
35-)8 Silt, slightly clayey, 
g_y 
38-39 Clay, c~rb 
39-48 Silt, clayey, gy 
48-49.5 Clay, silty, dk bn 
1+9,5-53 Lignite 
53-5/J. Clay 
5'+-58 Sand, V fn, lt gy f:,,;'2: Silt, clayey, sdy, gy Clay 71-80 Silt, clayey, sdy, g_y 
80-82 Clay 
82-88 Silt, clayey, sdy, gy 
88-90 Clay 
90-98 Clay, silty, lt gn-gy 
9fl-103 Sandstone 
103-109 Silt, clayey, lt gy 
109-110 Lignite 
110-112 Clay, lt g,y 
112-114 Silt, lt gy 
114-116 Clay, sHghtly silty, 
lt gy 
116-118 Lignite 
118-120 Clay, slightly silty, 
V lt gy 
125 
uw 51.3 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2002 
RES. 
150 
DATE DRILLED: April 1974 
DEPTH: 140 
DSSCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
0-16 ?ebble-loam 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
16-18 Silt, clayey 
18-l'l Lignite 
19-20 Clay 
20-22 Lignite 
22-48 Silt, wi some clay 
intbd 
48-50 Clay, silty 
50-61 Lignite, wi clay ptng 
at 56 ft 
61-6} Clay 
6J-74 Silt, clayey 
74-77 Clay 
77-8e Silt, clayey 
88-89 Clay 
89-92.5 Lignite 
92.5-94 Clay 
94-97 Sand 
97-98 Shale, carb 
98-110 Sand 
110-llJ Silt 
113-115 Shale, carb 
115-118 Silt, clayey 
118-120 Sandstone 
120-125 Silt, clayey 
125-133 Sand, v fn, silty 
131-135 Shale, carb 
135-1J8 Silt, clayey 
138-140 Clay 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 1970 
UW 514 
S.P. RES. 
126 
0-14 
14-17 
17-18 
18-24 
24-32 
32-64 
64-67 
67-73 
73-74 
74-78 
78-89 
89-93 
93-95 
95-98 
DATE DRILLED: May 1974 
DEPTH: 220 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Sentinel Butte .E!!!_. 
Clay, silty, wh to lt gy 
Silt, clayey, lt g'f 
Lignite 
Clay & silt, lt gy 
Silt, clayey, lt' gy 
Silt, lt gy 
Clay, lt gy 
Lignite 
Clay 
Lignite 
Clay, lt gy 
Silt, clayey, lt gy 
Clay 
Lignite 
--- 98-100 Clay 100-111 
111-114 
--------- 114-115 
115-121 
121-125 
125-131 
131-131 
113-151 
151-153 
151-155 
155-165 
165-170 
170-175 
175-178 
178-182 
Sand, v fn, intbd wi. 
clay & clayey silt 
Silt, clayey, lt gy 
Shale, carb 
Silt, lt gy 
Clay, silty, lt gy 
Silt to v fn sand, lt gy 
Shale, carb 
Silt, clayey, to olay, 
silty, lt gy 
Clay 
Lignite 
Clay, lt gy 
Clay, silty, lt gy 
Silt, clayey, lt ~y 
Silt, lt gy 
Sand, v fn 
Tongue River fu. 
182-184 Clay 
184-188 Lignite 
188-195 Clay & silt, lt gy, 
intbd 
LOCATION: 
EL!!.-VATION: 19?0 
250 
JOO 
}50 
127 
lJW 514, Continued 
DATE DRILLED: May 19?4 
DEPTH: 220 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
195-198 Lignite · 
198-199 Clay 
199-200 Lignite 
200-201 Clay 
201-214 Sand, v fn, lt gy 
214-220 Clay, lt gy 
' 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 1988 
G .R.. 
... 
·.. :·;.: 
00 
150 
128 
uw 521 
DA',E DRILLED: May 1974 
DEPTH: 80 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Glacial drift 
0-13 Pebble-loam, gravelly, 
lt tan 
1 J-20 Sand, fn, lt t.an 
20-37 Pebble-loam, sandy, 
gravelly, lt bn 
37-42 
42-46 
46-48,5 
48. 5-50 
50-54 
54-55 
55-61 
61-64 
64-80 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
Silt, clayey, gy 
Clay, silty, dk bn, lam 
I.ignite 
Clay, gy 
Silt, gy 
Clay, gy 
Silt, gy 
Sand, v fn, silty, gy 
Sand, fn to v fn 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2010 
150 
129 
· ow 512 
RES 
DATE DRILLED: May 1974 
DEPTH: 120 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Glacial £l::1!i 
0-5 Pebble-loam, gravelly, 
yel-bn 
5-15 
15-38 
18-41 
1,1-45 
45-48 
48-50 
50-52 
52-58 
58-68 
68-71 
71-79 
?:J-79.5 
5 79.5-82 132-90 90-10'.) 10'.l-107 
107-110 
110-111 
111-116 
116-118 
118-120 
Sentinel~ Fm. 
Silt, mot yel-bn 
Sand, v fn, mot yel-bn 
Silt, mot yel-bn 
Sand, v fn, mot yel-tan, 
lig frag 
Silt, mot yel-bn-gy 
Sand, v fn, gy 
Silt, gy 
Sand, v fn, silty, gy 
Lignite, wi clay ptng 
at 64 ft 
Clay, gy 
Silt, clayey; emt sand 
at 74 ft 
Clay, bn 
Lignite 
Clay & silt, intbd, ~ 
s,.nd 
Clay, silty, gy 
Sand, silty, .?',Y 
Clay, silty, gy 
Sand, silty, gy 
Clay, silty, gy 
Silt, gy 
LOCATION: 
ELBVATION: 2011 
S .. P. 
150 
130 
UW 515 
DATE DRILLED: Hay 1q74 
DEPTH: 100 
RES. DESCRIPTION OF DEPC·3ITS 
Glacial drift 
0-13 Pebble-loam, silty, 
sliJ0htly gravelly, 
tan-bn 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
1)-22 Sand, fn, mot yel-bn-gy 
22-24 Silt, fn, mot yel-bn-gy 
24-49 Sand, fn to V fn, silty, 
mot yel-bn-gy, intb<l wi 
thin layers of silt & 
clay 
49-52 Clay, gy 
52-63 Lignite 
63-63.5 Clay, gy 
6}.5-64.5 Silt, gy 
61~.5-67 Clay, gy 
67-70.5 Silt, gy 
. 0.5-71.5 Clay,, bn 
71.5-74 Lignite 
74-77 Clay, gy 
77-84 Silt, gy 
84-86 Clay, gy 
86-88 Sand, V fn, silty, gy 
88-90 Clay, gy 
90-94 Sand, V fn, silty, PY 
94-97 Silt, gy 
97-100 Clay, gy 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2018 
DENS, 
131 
RES. 
DATE DRILi.ED: 1\pril 197/i 
DEPTH: 260 
DESCR 0 TI0N OF OSITS 
Glacial drift 
0-18 Pebble-loam. lt yel-bn 
18-27 Pebble-loam, lt gy 
Sentinel Butte .E:!l• 
27-46,5 Silt, lt gy 
46,5-50 Clay, med lt gy 
50-61 Silt, lt gy 
61-71 Silt, clayey, gy 
71-95 Silt, lt gy 
95-100 Clay, med lt gy 
100-108,5 Lignite, wi clay ptng 
at 95 ft 
108.5-110 Clay, lt gy 
110-114 Lignite 
114-116 Clay, lt gy 
116-119 Sand, med lt gy 
119-122 Clay, med dk gy 
122-124,5 Sand 
--~....../;:'24.5-126 Clay, med lt gy 
126-128 Sand 
~--- 128-129 Clay, med lt gy 
129-132 Silt 
132-135 Clay, med lt gy 
135-136 Shale, carb 
136-143 Clay, med lt gy 
143-146 Limestone, med lt gy 
146-165 Clay, med lt gy, carb at 156 
165-167 Silt, med lt gy 
..:::::::::~67-173 Clay, med lt gy 
173-175 Lignite 
175-178.5 Clay, silty, gy 
178,5-182 Silt, clayey, gy 
182-185 Silt, slightly sdy, lt gy 
Tongue River Fm. 
185-187 Clay, silty, gy 
187-191 Lignite 
191-194 Clay, med lt gy 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2018 
300 
350 
132 
UW 541, Continued 
DATE DRILLED: April 1974 
DEPTH: 260 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
194-196 Silt, med lt gy 
196-200 Lignite 
200-202 Clay, carb, med gy 
202-207.5 Sand 
207.5-209 Clay 
209-217 Silt, med lt gy 
217-22) Clay, med lt gy 
223-2)2 Silt, clayey, sand at top 
212-244 Sand, silty, wi clay 
layer at 237 ft 
244-260 Silt, clayey, med lt gy 
·-
-
t:-
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2015 
DENS .. 
' ·: •. ·. ·. 
150 
133 
UW 545 
S.P. RES. 
0-40 
40-49 
05-106 
1~116 
11o?118 
118-119 
119-127 
127-131 
1'}1-1)3 
1 '3'3-135 
115-140 
DAT!': DRILLED: June 197L. 
DEPTH: 140 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Sentinel~ f!!!.. 
Sand, v fn to fn, tan-bn 
Sand, v fn, silty, clay-
ey, tan-bn, FeO cmt 
layers 
Clay, silty, gy 
Lignite 
Clay 
Lignite 
Clay, silty, med gy, w1 
sandy layer at 64 ft 
Silt, gy 
Clay, gy 
Lignite 
Clay, lt gy 
Clay, silty, lt gy, w1 
sandy layer at BJ ft 
Sand, v fn, intbd wi 
gy clay 
Clay, silty, lt gy 
Silt, lt gy 
Silt, clayey, lt gy 
Lignite 
Silt, clayey, lt gy 
Clay, silty, lt gy 
Lignite 
Clay, dk gy 
Clay, silty, lt gy 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2025 
150 
- " ::i .. ' • 
134 
RES. 
iwn: DRl LLED: t'.ay 1 ()'/If 
DEPTH: 100 
DESCRIPTION CF DEPCSIT5 
Glacial~ 
0-17 Pebble-loam, silty, yel-
bn 
17-21 
21-23 
2)-25 
25-J2,5 
32,5-15 
35-50 
50-53 
53-58 
58-60 
60-63.5 
6,,5-66.5 
.-=:.--. 66. 5-78. 5 
78,5-81 
81-8).5 
83,5-85 
85-88 
88-89,5 
"9.5-91 
91-92,5 
92,5-98 
98-100 
Sentinel Butte fm. 
Sandstone, fn grd, yel-bn 
Sand, fn, yel-bn 
Sand, v fn, silty, .vel-bn 
Sand, fn, yel-bn 
Silt, yel-bn 
Sand, fn, mot yel-bn & gy 
Silt, mot yel-bn ~ gy 
Sand, fn, mot yel-bn & KY 
Clay, silty, gy 
Silt, gy, calc cmt at top 
Clay, gy 
Lignite, wi clay ptngs 
at 72 ft & 77 ft 
Clay, gy 
Silt, gy 
Clay, gy 
Lignite 
Clay, gy 
Silt, g-<J 
Clay, gy 
Sand, IW 
Clay, gy 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2021 
DENS. S.P. 
150 
135 
uw 555 
DATZ DRILLED: May 197'• 
DEPTH: 120 
RES .. DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Surface deposits fil19. 
glacial !i!:if.J;., ,!Jl-
differentiated 
0-7 Fill 
7-1~ ~ebble-loam, gravelly, bn 
14-29 Gravel & fn sand 
Sentinel~ Fm. 
29-30 Silt 
10-11 Sanei, fn to V fn 
11-~2 Silt 
12-44.5 S;1nd, fn to V fn 
,,,,. 5-45, 5 Silt 
45~5-50 Sand, fn 
50-52 Silt, sandy 
·52-51; Sand, V fn 
54-56 Silt 
56-65 Sand, fn 
65-6£ Silt 
66-76 Sand, fn 
?t-77 Clay 
77-86 Lignite, wi thin clay 
86-P.9 
ptng at 83 ft 
Clay, gy 
'39-94.5 Silt, f:.,Y 
94.5-95,5 Clay 
95,5-97.5 Lir;ni te 
97,5-98,5 Clay 
98, 5-101 Sa.nd, V fn, g:1 
101-102 Cla,:r, g_y 
102-104 Sand, fn 
104-106 Silt, gy 
106-111 Sand, f.n, gy 
111-114 Silt, !TI' 
114-116 Clay, silty, gy 
116-120 Sand, v fn, silty 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2019 
GR DENS 
136 
UW 556 
DATE DRILLED: May 1974 
DEPTH: 195 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Glacial drift 
0-)0 Pebble-loam, sdy, bn-gy 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
10-47 Sand, v fn, bn 
47-53 Sand, v fn, silty, bn 
5)-59 Sand, v fn, red-bn 
59-61.5 Clay, gy 
61.5-71 Lignite, wi bn clay ptng 
at 66 ft 
"""'--.... 71-72 Clay, bn 
72-77 Silt, gy, & clay, gy 
77-80 Lignite 
H0..81 Clay, gy 
81-84 Sand 
84-87 Clay, bn 
87-89 Sand, v fn, silty 
89-94 Sand 
94-107 Clay, gy, & silt, gy 
107-111 Clay, silty, gy 
111-112 Lignite 
112-120 Silt, clayey, gy 
120-122 Silt, gy 
122-127.5 Clay, gy 
127.5-129.5 Lignite 
129.5-135 Clay, gy 
1)5-141 Silt, & sand, v fn, silty 
141-143 Clay, g;y 
14)-146 Lignite 
146-159 Silt & sand, gn 
159-162 Clay, carb, wi lig frag 
162-180 Sand, v fn, silty, intbd 
wi clay 
Tongue~ fm, 
180-182 Clay, gy 
182-187,5 Lignite, wi clay ptng 
at 185 ft 
187,5-19) Silt, gy, & clay, gy 
19)-195 Sand, v fn, silty 
LOCATION: 
E;:.EVATION: 1987 
1 0 
137 
UW 558 
RES. 
DATE DRILL!::D: May 1971, 
DEPTH: 195 
DESCRIPT ON O, D OSITS 
Glacial drift 
0-9 Pebble-loam, sdy, yel-bn 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
9-22 Silt, bn, & clay, gy 
22-30 Lignite, wi clay ptng at 
26 ft 
30-39 Clay, gy, & silt, gy, 
39-42.5 
52,5-50 
50-58 
58-59 
59-61 
61-64 
64-71 
71-81 
-=::::::;;:-"'"• 81-8 3 
83-88 
88-91 
91-96 
96-97.5 
97,5-100 
100-103.5 
103.5-109 
109-123 
123-124 
12i.-126 
126-136 
136-138 
138-140 
140-144 
144-152 
152-160 
160-195 
intbd, lam; cmt sand at 
'J7 ft . 
Lignite 
Clay, gy, & silty clay, gy 
Silt & clay, gy, intbd 
Sand, wh, cmt 
Clay, gy 
Sand, v fn, silty 
Clay, gy with lig at 68 ft 
Silt, gy & clay, gy 
Lignite 
Clay, gy, & slty clay, gy 
Silt, lt gy 
Sand, v fn, slty 
Chy, gy 
Lignite 
Clay, gy, & slty clay, gy 
s,,nd 
Silt, coarsening upward 
Lignite 
Clay, carb, bn 
Silt, & slty sand, gy 
Clay 
Sand, slty 
Tongue River fu. 
Clay, slty 
Lignite, wi 3 ft clay 
ptng from 146 to 149 ft 
Silt & clay 
Sand, wi intbd silt & cL,y 
-<£ 
I 
r--
! 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2028 
G.R. 
150 
138 
D,\TE DllILLED: May 1 '!71, 
DEPTH: 1 )0 
S.P. RES. 
Olacial drift 
0-23 Pebble-loam, yel-bn 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
2}-J1.5 
}1.5-44 
44-58 
74-76 
___ 76-78 
78-'lo 
80-83 
'.l-86 
86-87 
--7-103 
lOJ-107 
107-109 
109-118 
118-1)0 
2av, yel-bn 
Silt, yel-bn 
Clay, silty, gy, wi 
silty concretionary 
zone at 51 ft 
Clay, gy 
Cla,y, silty, gy 
Clay, bn 
Lignite, wi clay ptng 
at 71 ft 
Clay, gy 
Silt, gy 
Clay, gy 
Silt 
Li:;nite 
Clay, gy 
Sand, fn, gy, intbd wi 
;;Y clay 
Silt, gy 
Clay, gy 
Silt, ~Y, wi thtn lig-
nite bed at 112 ft 
Clay, gy 
1LS'lf,TI0N: ?050 
S.P .. 
139 
uw 570 
DEPTH: 140 
RES. DESCRI?TION C~ DE?0SIT5 
Glacfal drift 
0-43 Pebble-loam, yel-bn, 
mot gy, many lig & 
shale frag 
''3-56 Pebble-loam, silty, gy 
56-59 
59-66 
66-67.5 
67.5-105 
105-113 
113-1111 
1111-116 
116-119 
119-122 
12:2-123 
12~-125 
125-12? 
"'----12°-112 
1 'l2-1 35 
__ ... 115-1 37 
"-:=;;:i-117-11+0 
Sentinel Butte f!!!.. 
Clay, bl-gy 
Cla.v, silty, rt.~I 
Limestone 
Clay, silty, gy 
Lignite, wi clay ptng 
,t 108.5 ft 
::1.,v, bn 
Silt, gy 
Clay, gy 
Lii::ni te 
C:lay 
Sand 
Clay 
Sand 
Silt 
3and 
Silt 
LOCATION: 
-:LE:l/ATTON: 203') 
DENS, 
--
-
--
·-·-
·-· 
S.P. 
140 
UW 575 
RES. 
0-10 
10-15 
15-50 
50-70 
70-75 
75-95 
95-107 
107-108 
108-114 
114-128 
128-130 
130-138 
138-141 
141-149 
149-150 
150-154 
154-155 
155-158 
158-162 
162-167 
167-173 
173-180 
180-181 
181-194 
DATE DRILLED: June 1974 
DEPTH: 19q 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Glacial drift 
Pebble-loam, silty, yel-bn 
Gravel 
Pebble-loam, mot yel-bn 
& gy 
Pebble-loam, fn grd, gy 
Gravel 
Pebble-loam, fn grd, gy, 
wi some lignite frag 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
Clay, gy 
Clay, carb, bn 
Clay, gy 
Silt, clayey, gy 
Clay, bn 
Lignite 
Clay, bn 
Clay, silty, gn-gy 
Clay, bn 
Lignite 
Clay, bn 
Sand, gy 
Clay, silty, gn-gy, wi 
concreti.onary zone at 
161 ft 
Sand, gy 
Clay, silty, gn-gy 
Sand, silty, gy 
Lignite 
Silt, clayey, gy, wi 
concretionary zone at 
188 ft 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2033 
G.R. 
250 
JOO 
50 
141 
~~ 575, Continued 
DATE DRILLED: June 1974-
DEPTH: 199 
DESCRIPTION C, DEPOSITS 
194-195.5 Lignite 
195,5-199 Clay, hard, gy 
-
~ 
~ 
.. 
[ 
! 
'-
i,. 
'" 
' -
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2045 
DENS .. 
142 
uw 576 
S,P, RES. 
DATE DRILLED: May 1974 
DEPTH: 165 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Glacial drift 
0-12 Pebble-loam, sandy, 
yel-bn 
12-18 Gravel 
18-51 Pebble-loam, sandy, 
silty, yel-bn 
51-79 Pebble-loam, silty, gy 
79-86 Gravel 
86-106 Pebble-loam, gy 
Sentinel~ E!!l• 
106-110 Clay, silty, gy 
,_..~ . ,,...~~-fl~l0~-":\'1i'1f1 Clay 
111-120 Lignite, wi clay ptng 
----:-:-:,---.-,,,,..... at 116 ft 
120-122 Clay, gy 
...--~-12 - Silt, gy 
125-129 Clay, gy 
129-1)4 Silt, gy 
134-136 Clay, gy 
1)6-137 Silt, gy 
137-139 Clay 
~--~·r;t:):~3 Lignite 
--~~---r'~f.'.144 Clay 
144-148 Silt 
148-150 Sand, silty 
150-165 Sand 
r 
i 
t 
i 
LOCATION: 
ELEVA T'Im!: 20'34 
150 
143 
uw 578 
DATE D~ILLED: ~ay 1974 
DE1' TE : 11+0 
D":SCRIPTION OF D?:?OSirS 
Glacial drift 
0-7 Pebble-loam, yel-bn 
7-10 Gravel 
10-25 Pebble-loam, yel-bn, mot 
gy 
25-27 Gravel 
Sentinel Butte fm_. 
27-46 :,and, V fn, silty, bn-cy 
to lt gy 
1+6-48 Clay, gy 
48-54 Sand, V fn, silty, lt gy 
54-56 Clay, gy 
56-58 Sand• V fn, silty, lt gy 
58-60 Clay, lt bl-gy 
60-66 Sand, V fn, silty, lt bl-
gy 
66-67 Clay, bn 
67-69 Lignite 
69-80 Silt, lt bl-gy 
80-A2. 5 Clay, silty, lt gy 
82.5-85 Sand, V fn, silty, lt gy 
85-91 Silt; lt gy 
91-95 Clay, silty, lt gy 
95-101 Lip;nite 
lfl'J-107 Clav, lt gy 
107-127 Silt, gy 
127-129 Clay, gy 
129-1'32 Lignite 
112-l'JJ Clay 
1 J'l-140 Sand & clay, intbd 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2073 
s.P .. 
144 
uw 579 
RES. 
DATE DRILLED: May 1971~ 
DEPTH: 180 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Glacial drift 
0-33 Pebble -loam, tan to 
yel-bn, mot 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
11-36 Clay, silty 
16-38 Silt, yel-gold 
18-41 Lignite, wi clay ptng 
at 40 ft 
41-414.5 Clay, gy 
44.5-46 Silt, gy 
46-52 Clay, gy 
52-58.5 Silt, gy 
58.5-61 Clay, gy 
61-72 Silt, clayey, gy 
72-74 Clay, gy 
74-74.5 Lignite 
74,5-78 Clay, silty, gy 
78-79 Lignite 
79-82 Clay, gy 
82-84 Silt, gy 
84-87,5 Clay, silty, gy 
87.5-89 Clay, gy 
89-100 Silt, gy 
100-102 Clay, silty, gy 
102-104 Sand, v fn, silty, gy 
104-109,5 Clay, silty, gy 
109,5-110,5 Lignite 
---~~110,5-130 Silt, clayey, gy 
130-139 Clay, silty, gy 
139-146.5 Lignite 
146,5-148 Clay 
148-160 Clay, silty, gy 
16o-163.5 Silt, gy 
163.5-165 Clay 
165-168 Lignite 
168-170 Clay 
170-172 Silt, gy 
172-180 Clay, gy, & sandstone, 
intbd 
145 
UW 580 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATI(')N: 2105 
D~S. RES. 
0-23 
23-37 
)7-45 
45-52 
50 52-54 54-60 
60-70 
70-72 
72-74 
74-77 
77-80 
ll0-84 
84-87 
100 87-90 
90-93 
93-98 
98-100 
100-1)1 
1 '31-141 
141-148 
148-151 
151-160 
160-166 
166-170 
170-171 
171-174 
174-175 
175-180 
DATE DRILLED: Y~y 1974 
DEPTH: 180 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSGS 
Glacial drift 
!'ebble -loam, sandy, yel-
bn 
Clay, silty, dk yel-bn, 
lam 
Pebble-loam, slty, bn & 
red-bn 
Sand, fn to med grd 
Clay, slty, yel-bn, lam 
Pebble-loam, fn tex, gy 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
Clay, silty 
Clay, carb, bn-bk 
Silt, coarse, lt gy 
Clay, gn-gy 
Lignite 
Silt, coarse, lt gy 
Clay, gy 
Silt, coarse, lt gy 
Clay-, silty, lt gy 
Silt, coarse, lt gy 
Sandstone 
Silt, fn to v fn, 
clayey, gy 
Silt, coarse, lt gy 
Silt, clayey, gy 
Clay, gy 
Lignite 
snt, fn, lt gy 
Sand, v fn, slty, gy 
Clay, gy 
Lignite 
Clay 
Sand 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2100 
RES. 
146 
DATE DRILLED: June 1974 
DEPTH: 217 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Glacial drift 
0-12 Pebble-loam, silty, 
sandy, yel-bn 
32-33 Clay 
33-15 Silt, clayey 
35-36 Clay 
36-40 Sand, med to v coarse 
40-65 Gravel, fining upward 
Sentinel Butte Fm, 
65-67 Lignite, soft 
67-69 Clay 
69-71 Lignite, soft 
71-150 Sand, wi silty clay 
layer at 90 ft 
150-1 52 Clay 
152-156 Clay, silty 
156-158 Silt, clayey 
158-160 Sandstone 
160-161 Silt, clayey 
161-162,5 Sandstone 
162,5-183 Silt 
181-187. 5 Clay, silty 
187,5-196,5 Li~nite 
-
· '197 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2100 
250 
'300 
'350 
147 
UW 581, Continued 
196.5-201 
201-202 
202-204 
204-207 
207-210 
210-213 
213-217 
D~TE DRILL8D: June 1974 
DEPTH: 217 
DESCRIPTION CF r;zrcsrrs 
Clay, silty 
Sand 
Clay, silty 
Lignite 
Cla.y, silty 
Silt 
Sand 
148 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2020 
DENS. RES. 
-·-
•...-,.· 
.. • .. :.·: 
~-::: 
-·-\\/} 100 t..;. 
150 
DATE DRILLED: June 1971+ 
DEPTH: 100 
DESS'.UPTI0N CF DEPCSITS 
Glacial drift 
0-10 Pebble-loam, silty, 
yel-bn-gy 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
10-15 Clay, yel-bn-gy 
15-23 Silt, cl3yey, yel, & 
sand, silty, yel, intbd 
2')- "3'J Silt, clayey, ey 
'J"3- "34 Clay, carb, bn-bk 
14-40 Clay, 'l:Y 
40-41 Lignite 
41-47 Silt, gy 
47-49 Clay, gy 
49-55 Silt, coarse, gy 
55-57 Clay, bn 
57-61+ Lignite 
64-77 Cl,y, silty, dk f!Y 
77-79 Silt, gy 
79-80 Lip;ni te 
80-82 Clay, gy 
82-811 Sanci, V fn, silty, gy 
84-86 Clay, silty, gy 
56-R9 Sar.C , .., fn, silty, r;,y 
8.9-92 Clay, sllty, r:v 
92-100 :3and, .., f (J , i.~.Y 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2090 
S.P .. 
149 
ow 588 
RES, 
DATE DRILLED: June 1974 
DEPTH: 215 
DE 'CRIPT ON CF DEPOSITS 
Glacial~ 
0-22 Pebble-loam, mot yel-
bn; shale pbls & lig 
frag abundant 
22-35 Sand, v fn, yel-gold, 
wi layer of v fn silt 
at 24 ft 
35-43 Sand, v fn, silty, gy 
43-48 Silt, gy 
48-50 Sand, v fn, silty 
50-54 Clay, silty, gy 
54-59 Silt, clayey, gy 
59-64 Pebble-loam, gy 
Sentinel Butte Em,. 
Lignite, wi clay ptng 
at 57 ft 
Clay, gy 
Sand, v fn, silty, gy; 
intbd wi silt & clay 
layers 
~--.....a:':'-150 Silt, clayey, gy 
150-155 Silt, gy, lignitic, carb 
155-157 Clay, silty, gn 
157-161 Silt, clayey, gy 
161-164 Olay, gy & gn 
164-167 Silt, clayey, wi fos 
178-180 
180-184 
184-185 
185-190 
---190-193 
shell frag 
Clay, gn 
Silt 
Sand, wi clay layer at 
172 ft 
Clay, gy, some FeO 
Clay, silty, gy 
Lignite 
Clay, silty, gy 
Clay, gy & bn 
<1sa: 
'. ' 
=:r 
/:i''S NAM 
r--
LOCATION: 
O:LEVATION: 20QO 
G R. DENS. 
200 
50 
,oo 
350 
150 
UW 588, Continued 
193-195.5 
195-5-196.5 
196,5-202 
202-205 
205-207,5 
20?.5-210 
210-215 
DATE DRILLED: June 197~ 
DEPTH: 215 
DESCRIPTION OF DEi'OSTTS 
Lignite 
Clay 
Silt, clayey 
Clay, silty, gy & bn 
Silt, clayey 
Silt, slightly sandy 
Lignite 
-
~ 
~ 
I'S NAIi 
r-
! 
r-
~ 
t;;;;:: 
'l:,7~ 
Gc::;J 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2056 
151 
S.P. RES. 
DATE DRILLED: June 1974 
DEPTH: 149 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Glacial drift 
-.-,~~-0-24 Pebble-loam, lt bn to 
yel-bn-gy, FeO stains 
24-46 Pebble-loam, tan-gy to 
gy, fn tex 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
46-47.5 Lignite 
47.5-50 Silt, gn-gy 
50-55 Silt, clayey, gn-gy 
55-56 Lignite 
56-57 Clay, gy 
57-62 Silt, clayey, gy 
62-65 Silt, gy 
65-68 Silt, clayey, gy 
68-70 Clay, gy 
70-71 Lignite 
71-77 Clay, gy 
77-83 Lignite 
8J-86 Clay, gy 
86-95 Sand, V fn, silty, gy 
95-98 Silt, clayey, gy 
98-107 Clay, ~n-f,y 
107-116 Clay, silty, gy 
116-118 Clay, gy 
118-122.5 Lignite 
122.5-124 Clay, bn-gy 
124-125 Silt, gy 
125-127 Clay, bn-gy 
127-140 Sand, fn, gy 
140-143 Silt, gy 
14J-144 Clay, gy 
144-149 Silt, gy 
~ 
~ 
~ 
,s NA.ME 
~ 
I 
I 
r--~ 
f--
-
'1975 
Ge::L~. 
LOCATION: 
SLSVATICN: 2012 
DENS. 
150 
152 
lM 590 
RES. 
DATE DRILLED: Juno 1971, 
DSPTll: 105 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Glacial drift 
0-21 Pebble-loam, tan wi 
rusty mot 
Sentinel Butte fm.. 
21-27 Sancl, V fn, silty, bn-gy 
27-29 '.:lay, gn-gy 
29- ;6 Sand, V fn,, silty 
16-37 ,5 Clay, gn-'l,Y 
17.5-40 Silt, clayey, gn-gy 
1
-W-41. 5 Clay, gn-,ry-
1
-1-1.5-45 Silt, coarse, gy 
45-46.5 Clay 
46.5-50.5 I:,ignite 
50,5-51,5 Slay 
51,5-56 Silt, clayey, rr;y 
56-61 Sand, lt g_y 
61-64 Silt,clayey, gy 
6t1--68 Sand, v fn, silty, lt gy 
68-76 Sand, v fn, lt gy 
76-77 Clay, lt gy 
77-80 Clay, ca.rb, bn 
80-Bl Li;cnite 
81-83 Clay, gy 
8}-95 Sand, v fn, lt gy, wi 
intbd silt & clay 
95-97 Li,,;nite 
97-98 Clay, gy 
98-105 Sand, v fn, silty, 1 t gy 
-
'S NA \..-..'. 
' I 
'1:,7~ 
:{37 ~: 
r.0r:n10N: 
8LEVHI0": 2015 
DENS .. 
·-· 
~·:.c;: 
·-·-
·: ~::; ;.:;~· 150 
153 
RES. 
DEPTH: 150 
DE,iC'tIPTION OF DEPOciIT:3 
Glacial drift 
0-10 Pebble-loam, yel-bn 
10-12 Pebble-loam, dk gy 
12-16 Pebble-loam, yel-bn 
16-38 Pebble-loam, gy, fn tex 
Sentinel~ Fm. 
38-45 Lignite 
45-46 Clay, gy 
46-49 Sand, gy 
49-51 Clay, gy 
51-53 Silt, gn-gy 
53-56 Clay, gn-gy 
56-83 Silt, gn-gy, cmt layer 
at 75 ft 
BJ-87 Lignite 
87-89 Clay, gy 
89-92 Silt, gn-gy 
92-97 Sa.nd, fn, gy 
97-107 Silt, clayey, gn-gy 
107-108 Lignite 
108-109 Clay, gy 
109-112 Silt, gy 
112-118 Clay, silty, gy 
118-120 Lignite 
120-141 Silt, gn-gy, wi cmt 
layer at 1}1 ft 
Li,'nite, wi clay ptng 
at 11,2 ft 
Silt 
Sand 
- t 
;~t· .. 
::r 
)'S NAME; 
t 
"1)75 
~ 
G-f::-·.11. 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2000 
154 
L'W 593 
RES. 
DATE DRILLED: June 1974 
DEPTH: 215 
DESCRIPTION 0"' DE:?OSITS 
Glacial drift 
0-31 Pebble-loam, yel-bn, 
sandy from 18 to 22 ft 
31-13 Sand, v fn to fn 
33-35,5 Pebble-loam, mot yel-
bn-gy; shale pbls & lig 
frag abundant 
Sentinel Butte Fm, 
35,5-40 Sand, fn to v fn, yel-bn 
40-45 Sand, fn to v fn, silty, 
yel-bn 
45-54 Sand, fn, bn to gy, lig 
in part 
54-59 Silt, clayey, lt gy 
59-65,5· Clay, silt lenses, lt 
bl-gy 
65,5-68 Lignite 
68-72.5 CV1y 
72,5-80 Silt, lt bl-gy 
80-85 Sand, v fn, silty, lt 
bl-gy 
85-90 Silt, clayey, organic 
90-92 Sand, v fn, silty, lt 
bl-gy 
92-94 Silt, lt bl-gy 
94-95 Lignite 
?5-97 Clay, silty, lt gy 
97-9P Lignite 
98-102 Clay, silty, lt gy 
102-103 Lignite 
103-107 Clay, silty, lt gy 
107-113 Silt, coarse, lt bl-gy 
113-115 Silt, clayey, lt gy 
115-122 Silt, coarse, lt bl-gy, 
intbd wi v fn sand & 
clay; fos shell frag 
at 121 ft 
122- 25 Clay, silty, lt gy 
~-130 Lignite 
·-
~ 
~ 
iR'S NA 
' ~ 
clJ7 
LOCATION: 
ELEVATION: 2000 
250 
JOO 
J50 
155 
UW 593, Continuecl 
DAT~ DRILLED: June 1974 
DEPTH: 215 
DRSCRIPTION O DEPOSITS 
Clay, lt gy 
Sand 
Shale, carb, bn 
Sand 
Clay, lt gy & gn-gy, & 
silt, lt gy, intbd 
142-154 Silt, coarse, & sand, 
v fn, lt gy, wi clay 
layer at 151 ft 
154-155-5 
155.5-159.5 
159,5-162 
162-163 
16,-165 
165-166 
166-167 
167-177 
177-181 
181-1E'6 
186-191 
191-193 
193-206 
206-208 
208-211 
211-212 
212-215 
Tongue River Fm. 
Clay, bn 
Lignite 
Clay, silty, lt gy 
Lignite 
Silt, coarse, lt gy 
Shale, carb 
Silt, clayey 
Silt & v fn sand, lt gy 
Silt, clayey, lt gy 
Limestone, gy 
Clay, silty, lt gy 
Sand 
Sand, v fn, silty, lt 
gy to white 
Clay, gy 
Lignite 
Clay, gy 
Silt, lt gy 
... 
LOCATION: 
:;:LEV ATION: 2054 
150 
156 
RES .. 
DATE DRIUED: June 1974 
DEPTH: 120 
Glacial g.::if.!,_ 
0-10 Pehble-loam, gravelly, 
m~t yel-bn 
0-17 Pebble-loam, v sandy & ~~~~-' silty, yel-bn 
17-18 
18-54 
54-55 
55-64 
64-65 
65-67 
67-6P 
68-75 
75-83 
8J-P7 
p,7_95 
95-100 
100-105 
105-107 
107-110 
110-120 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
Clay 
Sand, v fn, yel-gy, wi 
soma cmt layers & intbd 
clay; becoming gy at 
abt 50 ft 
Clay, gy 
Sand, v fn, silty, gy, 
intbd wi gy clay 
Silt, gy 
Cla7, silty, gy 
Sand, v fn, silty, gy 
Clay, dk gy 
Lignite 
Clay, silty, gy 
Clay, bn 
Clay, silty, gy 
Sl. lt, gy-gn 
Clay, gy-gn 
Lignite 
Cla.·,, silty, gy-gn 
F:LEVATION: 1998 
:::·:·::::: 
~:_;::.:, 150 
157 
UW 6c:B 
22-36 
36-43 
l+J-52.5 
52.5-64.5 
64.5-66 
66-70 
70-74 
74-78 
78-85 
85-96 
96-100 
100-102 
102-103 
103-107 
107-114 
114-121 
121-123 
121-125 
125-138 
138-140 
140-142 
142-143 
14J-146 
146-147 .5 
147.5-153 
153-156 
156-158 
DA'fE DRJLLE)): June 1971, 
DEPTH: 158 
DESCRIPTION GF DEPOSITS 
Surface deposits and 
glacial drift, !!!l.-
differentia ted 
Clay, silty, yel-bn-gy 
Pebble-loam, gy-tan, be-
coming v silty & sandy 
with depth 
Sentinel Butte Fm. 
Sand, v fn, silty, gy 
Sand, v fn, gy 
Lignite 
Clay, silty, gy 
Shala, carb, dk gy 
Clay, dk gy 
Lignite 
Clay, lt gy 
Sand 
Clay, lt gy, within 
lignite at 90 ft 
Silt, clayey, lt gy 
Clay, lt gy 
Lignite 
Clay, lt gy 
snt, clayey, lt gy 
Clay, silty, lt gy 
Silt 
Lignite 
Clay, lt gy 
Lignite 
Clay, lt gy 
Clay, carb, dk gy 
Sand 
Chy, carb, dk gy 
Silt, sdy, & clay, gy 
Tongue River Fm. 
Lignite, within clay 
ptng at 154.5 ft 
Clay, lt gy 
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